The names published in this commencement program include all students who earned a doctorate, educational specialist, master’s or baccalaureate degree fall quarter 2014 or winter quarter 2015, and any student who applied for a degree for spring quarter 2015 or summer quarter 2015 by the posted deadline.

Participation in commencement and inclusion in the commencement program does not guarantee official granting of a degree. The Graduate Programs Office (doctorate, educational specialist, master’s) and the Records and Registration Office (baccalaureate) verify completion of all coursework before a degree is conferred. The official document verifying degree completion is the official Eastern Washington University transcript.
This event provides an opportunity for celebration, gratitude and reflection. In the midst of our celebration, we ask that you take a moment of silence to acknowledge the service, compassion and dedication of our faculty and staff members who are not with us today.

— Rex Fuller, PhD and Stacey Morgan Foster, JD
Co-Chairs, Commencement
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College and Department Information

9 A.M.
Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work
Children's Studies
Communication Studies
Geography and Anthropology
Government
International Affairs
Social Studies
History
Interdisciplinary Studies
Military Science
Psychology
Race and Culture Studies
Social Work
Sociology and Justice Studies
Women and Gender Studies

Business and Public Administration
Business Administration
Accounting
Business and Marketing Education
Finance
Information Systems
Marketing
Management
Economics
Health Informatics Technology and Management
Public Administration
Urban and Regional Planning

2 P.M.
Health Science and Public Health
Communication Disorders
Dental Hygiene
Health Services Administration
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Public Health

Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Biology
Chemistry, Biochemistry and Physics
Computer Science
Engineering and Design
Geology
Earth Science
Environmental Science
Natural Science
Mathematics
Nursing

Arts, Letters & Education
Art
Education
English
Creative Writing
Journalism
Modern Languages and Literatures and Philosophy
Music
Physical Education, Health and Recreation
Theatre and Film

Seating Arrangements by College

9 a.m. Ceremony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBPA</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSBSSW</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHSPH</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALE</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 p.m. Ceremony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBPA</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSBSSW</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHSPH</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALE</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Codes for the Colleges

CALE
Arts, Letters & Education

CBPA
Business and Public Administration

CHSPH
Health Science & Public Health

CSBSSW
Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

CSTEM
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
A History of Eastern Washington University

In 1882, the Benjamin P. Cheney Academy opened its doors to more than 200 enrolling students. A generous contribution of $10,000 from a wealthy transportation industrialist had at last fulfilled the dreams of Cheney citizens for an institute of higher learning in their community.

The academy became the State Normal School at Cheney in 1889, the same year in which Washington was given its statehood. The school was proudly designated as an institution “for the purpose of instruction of persons, both male and female, in the art of teaching the various branches that pertain to a good common school.”

By the time it became Eastern Washington College of Education in 1937, Eastern was already a fully accredited four-year degree-granting institution, offering majors in numerous subjects.

The campus grew rapidly in size and program offerings in the decades following World War II. In 1961, the name was again changed, this time to Eastern Washington State College. It was increasingly evident that the region needed professionals in many fields; in response, a wide range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs were added. Finally, in 1977, the name was changed to Eastern Washington University by the state legislature.

As a regional university, Eastern is charged with the special responsibility of meeting the undergraduate and graduate educational needs of the region’s people.

To that end, program areas have grown and been redefined as the needs of the Inland Northwest have grown and changed. Master’s programs have been added to meet the need for graduate-level education, and individual programs and schools have increasingly been granted accreditation by their respective oversight organizations as those programs and schools have grown and matured.

Today, Eastern students represent nearly every state in the union and more than 40 foreign countries. More than 100 different academic majors are available, offering students a wide variety of career-path options. Nearly 600 full-time and adjunct faculty teach on the Cheney campus and at several locations throughout the state. Three-quarters of Eastern’s full-time faculty members hold doctorate degrees. With a low student-to-faculty ratio, Eastern continues to stress small classes, personalized instruction and individual attention.

Perhaps even more significant than Eastern’s steady advancement during the past 133 years is the university’s expanded regional role and its evolving goals, objectives and vision of its future.

In the past decade, Eastern Washington University has become a major force in the state and the Pacific Northwest, not only in the education of more than 13,000 students each year, but in the civic, cultural, scientific and economic development of the state and region.

Board of Trustees

Jo Ann Kauffman, Chair
Michael Finley
Uriel Iñiguez
James Murphy
Paul Tanaka
Robert H. Whaley
Vicki Wilson
Jose Francisco (Frank) Navarro, Student Trustee
ORDER OF COMMENCEMENT
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2015 – 9 A.M.

Processional and Seating of the Graduates
  Pomp and Circumstance.................................................. EWU Brass Ensemble
  Mace Bearer ........................................................................... Dr. Robert Quinn
                                                  Professor of Geography

Opening of the Ceremony .......................................................... Dr. Melinda Breen
                                                  President of the Faculty Organization

Presentation of Colors ............................................................... EWU ROTC
  The Star-Spangled Banner ....................................................... Selected vocalists from the EWU Choirs

Welcome .................................................................................. Dr. Rex Fuller
                                                  Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Greetings .............................................................................. Dr. Mary Cullinan
                                                  EWU President
                                                  Mr. Dahir Jigre
                                                  President of Associated Students

Student Reflection ................................................................. Mr. Paul Reilly
                                                  Student Speaker

Greetings and Trustees Award .................................................. Ms. Jo Ann Kauffman
                                                  Chair, EWU Board of Trustees

Commencement Address .......................................................... Mr. Shawn Vestal

Recognition, Honors and Awards
  Emeriti Recognition................................................................ Dr. Rex Fuller

Presentation of Educational Specialist Degree Candidates .................... Dr. Rex Fuller
                                                  Dr. Vickie Shields
                                                  Dean, Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Conferral of the Educational Specialist Degrees ..................................... Dr. Mary Cullinan

Presentation of Master’s Degree Candidates ......................................... Dr. Rex Fuller
                                                  Dr. Vickie Shields
                                                  Dean, Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work
                                                  Dr. Martine Duchatelet
                                                  Dean, Business and Public Administration

Conferral of the Master’s Degrees .................................................. Dr. Mary Cullinan

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degree Candidates ..................................... Dr. Rex Fuller
                                                  Dr. Vickie Shields
                                                  Dean, Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work
                                                  Dr. Martine Duchatelet
                                                  Dean, Business and Public Administration

Conferral of the Baccalaureate Degrees .............................................. Dr. Mary Cullinan

Alma Mater
  All Hail to Eastern Washington .............................................. Selected vocalists from the EWU Choirs

Closing ................................................................................... Dr. Rex Fuller

Recessional
  Western Fanfare..................................................................... EWU Brass Ensemble
ORDER OF COMMENCEMENT
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2015 – 2 P.M.

Processional and Seating of the Graduates
Pomp and Circumstance .................................................. EWU Brass Ensemble

Mace Bearer ........................................................................ Dr. Bill Youngs
Professor of History

Opening of the Ceremony .................................................. Dr. Melinda Breen
President of the Faculty Organization

Presentation of Colors ...................................................... EWU ROTC

The Star-Spangled Banner .............................................. Selected vocalists from the EWU Choirs

Welcome ........................................................................... Dr. Rex Fuller
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Greetings ........................................................................... Dr. Mary Cullinan
EWU President

Mr. Dahir Jigre
President of Associated Students

Student Reflection ............................................................ Mr. Isaiah Ratliff
Student Speaker

Greetings ........................................................................... Ms. Jo Ann Kauffman
Chair, EWU Board of Trustees

Commencement Address .................................................. Mr. Shawn Vestal

Recognition, Honors and Awards ........................................ Dr. Rex Fuller
Emeriti Recognition

Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates .................... Dr. Rex Fuller

Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss
Interim Dean, Health Science & Public Health

Conferral of the Doctoral Degrees ...................................... Dr. Mary Cullinan

Presentation of Master’s Degree Candidates ...................... Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss

Interim Dean, Health Science & Public Health

Dr. Judd Case
Dean, Science, Health & Engineering

Dr. Roy Sonnema
Dean, Arts, Letters & Education

Conferral of the Master’s Degrees ....................................... Dr. Mary Cullinan

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degree Candidates ................ Dr. Rex Fuller

Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss
Interim Dean, Health Science & Public Health

Dr. Judd Case
Dean, Science, Health & Engineering

Dr. Roy Sonnema
Dean, Arts, Letters & Education

Conferral of the Baccalaureate Degrees .............................. Dr. Mary Cullinan

Alma Mater
All Hail to Eastern Washington ................................. Selected vocalists from the EWU Choirs

Closing ............................................................................. Dr. Rex Fuller

Recessional
Western Fanfare .............................................................. EWU Brass Ensemble
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

The commencement committee is overseen by:

Rex Fuller, PhD  
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Stacey Morgan Foster, JD  
Vice President for Student Affairs

Thank you to the commencement committee for their dedicated work in putting on this year’s commencement ceremony.

Ms. Erin Morgan, Registrar  
Commencement Committee Chair

Ms. Debbie Fockler, Associate Registrar  
Commencement Coordinator

Color Bearers provided by the Department of Military Sciences

Ushers are provided by Eastern’s staff and friends. The commencement ceremony will be interpreted for the benefit of hearing-impaired students and guests by Inland Empire Access Services.
9 A.M. Ceremony

College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Ed Specialist/Masters Hooder: Dr. Susan Ruby
Associate Professor, Psychology

Ed Specialist Reader: Dr. Nick Jackson
Chair, Psychology

Masters Hooder: Dr. Jonathan Anderson
Associate Dean

Masters Reader: Dr. Sarah Keller
Professor, Anthropology

Masters Reader: Dr. J. William T. Youngs
Professor, History

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Ed Byrnes
Professor, Social Work

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Theresa Martin
Associate Professor, Psychology

Gonfalon Carrier: Ms. Sandra Henry
Education Specialist

College of Health Science & Public Health

Masters Hooder: Dr. Tanya LaPier
Professor, Physical Therapy Doctoral

Masters Reader: Dr. R. Joe Palmer III
Lecturer, Physical Therapy Masters

Masters Hooder: Dr. Frank Houghton
Associate Professor, Public Health

Masters Reader: Ms. Ann Wetmore
Assistant Professor, Dental Hygiene

Masters Reader: Ms. Lisa Bilich
Associate Professor, Dental Hygiene

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Anna Tresidder
Assistant Professor, Occupational Therapy

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Kimberly Cleary
Professor, Physical Therapy

Baccalaureate Reader: Mr. Caleb M. Dotson
Physical Therapy

Gonfalon Carrier: Mr. James Ryan
Master of Public Administration

College of Business and Public Administration

Masters Hooder: Ms. Roberta Brooke,
MBA Program Director

Masters Hooder: Dr. Robert Zinke,
Professor, MPA Program

Masters Reader: Dr. William Martin
Assistant Professor, Marketing

Masters Reader: Dr. Elizabeth Tipton
Professor, Decision Science

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Vance Cooney
Associate Professor, Management Information Systems

Baccalaureate Reader: Mr. Gregg Dohrn
Lecturer, Urban and Regional Planning

Gonfalon Carrier: Mr. James Ryan
Master of Public Administration

College of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics

Masters Hooder: Dr. Carol Taylor
Associate Professor, Computer Science

Masters Reader: Dr. Robin O’Quinn
Associate Professor, Biology

Masters Reader: Dr. Rebecca Brown
Professor, Biology

Masters Reader: Dr. Luis Matos
Assistant Professor, Biology

Baccalaureate Reader: Mr. Brian Kamp
Senior Lecturer, Computer Science

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Frank Lynch
Assistant Professor, Mathematics

Gonfalon Carrier: Mr. Eric Marr
Masters of Science, Biology

College of Arts, Letters & Education

Masters Hooder: Dr. Vincent A. Aleccia
Associate Professor, Education

Masters Hooder: Dr. Chadron Hazelbaker
Associate Professor, Physical Education, Health & Recreation

Masters Reader: Dr. LaVona L. Reeves
Professor, English

Masters Reader: Dr. Lance Potter
Assistant Professor, Education

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Sheila C. Woodward
Associate Professor, Music

Baccalaureate Reader: Dr. Tara Haskins
Assistant Professor, Education

Gonfalon Carrier: Mr. Andres Jaramillo
Master of Arts: Music

2 P.M. Ceremony
**Description of Degrees Awarded**

**Undergraduate Degrees**
- BA  Bachelor of Arts
- BAB  Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
- BAE  Bachelor of Arts in Education
- BFA  Bachelor of Fine Arts
- BM  Bachelor of Music
- BS  Bachelor of Science
- BSN  Bachelor of Science in Nursing

**Graduate Degrees**
- EDS  Educational Specialist
- MA  Master of Arts
- MBA  Master of Business Administration
- MEd  Master of Education
- MFA  Master of Fine Arts
- MOT  Master of Occupational Therapy
- MPA  Master of Public Administration
- MS  Master of Science
- MSW  Master of Social Work
- MURP  Master of Urban and Regional Planning

**Doctorate Degrees**
- DPT  Doctor of Physical Therapy

**Alma Mater**

*All hail to Eastern Washington,*  
*Thy colors red and white!*  
*You stand as a symbol,*  
*Of our strength and might!*  

*All hail to Eastern Washington,*  
*A leader brave and true!*  
*We sing the praise of college days,*  
*All hail to you!*  

— George W. Lotzenhiser

**EWU Fight Song**

*Go, Eagles, Go*  
*Put all you have in every play.*  
*We’ll let you know*  
*That we are with you all the way.*  
*So then it’s fight, Eagles, fight.*  
*Show us the fight we’d like to see.*  
*Red and white just fight, fight, fight*  
*And Eagles will win the VICTORY.*

---

**Graduation with Academic Honors**

Undergraduate students who have demonstrated exceptional academic performance are honored in the commencement program listing.

**Summa Cum Laude:** Seniors who have a cumulative grade point average of 3.90-4.00—Gold Honors Cord.

**Magna Cum Laude:** Seniors who have a grade point average of 3.70-3.89—Silver Honors Cord.

**Cum Laude:** Seniors who have a grade point average of 3.50-3.69—Red and White Honors Cord.

**University Honors:** Seniors who completed special course work requirements through the Honors Program—Purple Honors Cord.

---

**University Mace**

The tradition of a ceremonial mace for academic institutions goes back to medieval times. Adapted in form from the ancient battle weapon used by knights, the ceremonial mace symbolized the authority of regal personages, city or shire ruling bodies and chief officers of chartered institutions.

Originally representing vested authority during all official meetings, it eventually came to be connected mainly with formal ceremonies. In academic institutions, this is usually in conjunction with an academic procession, where the mace is carried at the head of the line of march or just before the platform party.

The form of the ceremonial mace has remained fairly consistent over the centuries. Design often reflects the period of creation, especially in the elaboration of ornamentation. Gold, silver and dark wood are traditional materials.

Eastern’s mace, commissioned as a gift during the centennial year to the university by former and present members of the EWU Board of Trustees, was created by artist-craftsman Clifford Gaynard after a regionwide design competition. Its planished silver head in flowing cuplike form carries the university seal. The dark rosewood shaft with upper and medial gold-plated bosses is gently curved into the terminal silver cap at the bottom.

Although the modern design departs from the traditional straight and elaborately ornamented pattern, it retains a full effect of balance, dignity and decorum, while capturing the flowing lines typical of the eastern Washington landscape.

A permanent display case for the Eastern Washington University mace is located in the Office of the President.
Academic Regalia

The regalia worn for formal academic ceremonies such as commencements are patterned after the gowns and hoods worn regularly in the Middle Ages by scholars for warmth in unheated buildings and as distinguishing dress denoting their place in society.

A great variety of designs and colors developed over the years in the costume worn in different universities, but since 1895 in the United States, a uniform intercollegiate code of style and colors has been adhered to by most institutions.

In accordance with this code, most academic gowns are black, although some universities permit other solid colors. Occasionally, the robe color may indicate a professional distinction, such as deep purple for law or scarlet for ecclesiastical honors. Adaptations of the academic costume for high schools have sometimes used colors other than black for purely decorative purposes. Sometimes a distinguishing device on the robe or cap indicates an individual honor or a special occasion.

The baccalaureate gown is of simple cut with full, somewhat pointed sleeves. The front is closed and often no hood is worn with this gown. The mortar board head covering originated in ancient Greece, symbolizing the commitment of the scholar to a life of building. It has either a plain black tassel or one of a color indicating the subject area of the degree. The custom of shifting the cap’s tassel from right to left at the time of awarding the degree is used in lieu of investing each candidate with the bachelor’s hood.

The master’s gown is similar to the bachelor’s gown, except that the sleeves are fuller, cut square with a half-circle at the bottom and sometimes worn with the arms through a horizontal slit at elbow level.

The doctoral robe is ampler in cut with a full bell-shaped sleeve, velvet panel edging in the front and three velvet stripes on each sleeve. The velvet trim may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. The mortar board tassel for the doctorate is gold. Some American and many foreign universities use cap forms other than the mortar board, ranging from a soft velvet beret to more elaborate fringed styles, each of which has its own historical tradition.

Hoods worn over the gowns have a velvet edging, usually in a color indicating the specific degree and a lining which is partially turned out to show the colors of the college or university which granted the degree.

Some of the colors used for tassels and velvet panels to designate the degree are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Drab</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
<td>Teal</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EWU Brass Ensemble

Andy Plamondon, Flugel horn and director
Justin Peterson, Trumpet
Taylor Smith, Trumpet
Megan Wedel, Trumpet
Joe Boucher, Trombone
Luke Selfridge, Trombone
Nathan Westlund, Bass Trombone

Selected Vocalists from the EWU Choirs

Renee Honn, Soprano
Alexandra Rannow, Soprano
Karoline Braten, Alto
Kate Sloan, Alto
Mark Branscom, Tenor
Nathan Hoyt, Tenor
Zachariah Cartwright, Bass
Tristan Thompson, Bass
**Paul Reilly**

A transplant from Florida, Paul Reilly came to the West Coast in 2004 and now happily calls Eastern Washington home. He graduated from EWU with an undergraduate degree in biology in 2012, and now a master’s of science degree in biology with a focus in ethnobotany in 2015.

Reilly is a recipient of the 2013 Schwartz Biotechnology Scholarship and was recognized as the 2014 Biology Graduate Student of the year. He served as the president of the EWU Biological Student Association in 2014-15. His master’s research focused on the analyses of a historically important food plants and uncovered some problems with modern nutritional testing of wild foods.

As an ethnobiologist, Reilly reports that he enjoys spending time thinking about the relationships between the natural world and people, and encouraging others to increase their wellness by embracing ancestral health techniques.

Outside of the classroom, Reilly enjoys being outdoors, working as an environmental educator for Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge and spending time with his family, especially his 6-year-old son Cayden. In sharing his story, he hopes to encourage others to reach their maximum potential through perseverance, service work, and “allowing the pieces to fall into place.”

---

**Isaiah Ratliff**

Isaiah Ratliff was born and raised in Spokane Valley, Washington, and attended East Valley High school.

He was initially drawn to Eastern through his high school's Running Start program, which he participated in for two years. During his four years as an undergraduate at EWU, Ratliff chose to major in electrical engineering with a minor in mathematics. He was the chair of EWU’s student branch of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, through which he organized workshops and information sessions for students interested in electrical engineering.

In 2015, he was recognized by the Africana Studies Program with a “Keeper of the Dream” award, which honors the achievements of students from diverse ethnic backgrounds who are involved in research or service initiatives focusing on people or communities of African descent.

Outside of the classroom, Ratliff enjoyed playing video games, practicing bass, and tutoring other students in math. When asked about one of the things he appreciates most about Eastern, Ratliff reports that he had the chance to interact with, and learn from, many amazing people. He describes himself as ambitious and someone who works hard to “break down big dreams into manageable tasks.”
John B. Mason

John Mason's 39-year career in higher education has been divided about equally between teaching and administration. Following his doctoral studies at the University of Oregon in 1976, Mason assumed a teaching position at Youngstown State University (Ohio) and was named “Distinguished Professor” during his fourth year. After 10 years in Ohio, Mason accepted a position at Western Washington University, where his two-year term as faculty president introduced him to administrative work, and he subsequently served in a variety of administrative roles in four different universities: department chair, dean, associate vice president, provost and acting president. He came to EWU in 2007 as provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, and he joined the faculty of the English Department full time in 2010.

Although a specialist in American literature, Mason has always had eclectic academic interests, and his areas of teaching have included English education, rhetorical theory, LGBT literature, linguistics, journalism and humanities. His scholarly interests have been broad as well, and his publications have ranged from studies of American poets to Milton to teaching methodologies. His study of Walt Whitman's catalogues has been acknowledged as a significant contribution to Whitman studies and was chosen by Duke University Press as one of the “best of American Literature.”

Mason served on the staffs of two major regional accreditation agencies. He served as associate director of the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Schools and Colleges and as the executive associate director of the Western Association of Colleges and Schools. These positions involved him in on-site reviews of dozens of universities and the drafting of standards in the areas of graduate education and institutional assessment.

Mason has also been active in school-college collaborations, and he was primary author on a successful $5.7 million Kellogg Foundation grant for the improvement of teacher preparation.

Paul J. Green

Paul Green received his master’s in outdoor education from the University of Northern Colorado and his PhD in outdoor recreation from the University of Oregon. His background as a SERE Instructor and professional mountain/river guide gave him the proper foundation for educating students in the skills and techniques of an outdoor leader. Green won awards for his outstanding classroom and field instruction, including the PTI Faculty Achievement Award and the EWU Faculty Achievement Award.

In 1978, Green presented the outdoor recreation curriculum to the Faculty Senate for their approval. The exciting new outdoor recreation major included classes in whitewater kayaking, mountaineering, wilderness survival, winter camping and whitewater rafting.

Green’s research presented to the Washington State Winter Recreation Committee started the grooming of the cross-country ski trails on Mount Spokane. Additional research justified the expansion of the ski trail system and added a warming hut, which rapidly changed Mount Spokane into Washington State’s largest Winter Recreation Park. Green and his students developed the model for the EPIC adventure program funded by the EWU Associated Students.

During his nearly 40 years at EWU, he led more than 3,000 youth-at-risk, physically challenged youth and community youth on adventure activities to improve their self-esteem.

Green served on the board of directors for the Wilderness Education Association, the National Association for Search and Rescue, the Council for Survival Education, the Aviation and Flight Equipment Association and the Junction Teen Center.

In June 1985, Green established the fastest ascent of Alaska’s Mount McKinley (20,320 feet) with novice clients. Mount McKinley’s name changed to Denali but his record still stands today.

Wayne B. Kraft

Wayne Kraft came to Eastern in 1968, as an assistant professor of German. In doctoral study, he specialized in medieval German literature.

He received a Fulbright Research Grant for Budapest, Hungary, in 1986-87. In Budapest, he studied at the Gutenberg Ensemble where he met his future wife, Ildikó Kalapács.

Kraft and Ildikó established the Erdely Ensemble in Spokane in 1988. The ensemble performed frequently and produced 10 annual theater concerts in Spokane with the Jómóka Tánház Band of Salt Lake City.

In 2003, old Kraft won the endowed lecture award of the Selma Jeanne Cohen Fund for International Scholarship on Dance, supporting his presentation of “Transylvanian Dancing in the Final Hour” at the conference of the Fulbright Association in Washington D.C.

In 2005, he co-directed The Village Project—an interdisciplinary and integrative exploration of diversity and identity with special reference to East Central Europe and the Hungarian villages of Transylvania. The project encompassed the university course “Contention and Change,” special presentations in a dozen other university courses, and a university concert of Hungarian village music, featuring the Jómóka Band and international star Mártá Sebestyén.

Kraft did field work in a Transylvanian Hungarian village from 1995 onward, reporting at conferences in anthropology and Hungarian studies on changes in the years after the fall of Ceauşescu. In 2011, he published “Changing Traditions and Village Development in Kalotaszéktársúly” in the Festschrift for John Miles Foley, endeavoring to nudge the discipline of oral studies closer to that of cultural anthropology.
Faculty Emeriti Recognition

Karen A. Carlberg
Since joining the EWU faculty in 1983, Karen A. Carlberg has contributed to the education of biology majors ranging from freshmen to graduate students, majors and non-majors pursuing health care careers, EWU physical therapy students, University of Washington dental students and UW WWAMI medical students. She is an affiliate faculty member with both the University of Washington and the EWU Department of Women’s and Gender Studies. Her biology of women course, for which she wrote a textbook, is part of the women's and gender studies curriculum. She is recognized by her colleagues and students for her organization, thoroughness and rigor. In her classes, she has stressed investigative learning, group projects, class presentations, critical thinking and writing.

Carlberg’s research has focused on exercise physiology, especially the effects of exercise training on menstrual and estrous cycles, pregnancy and fetal development. Some of her research funding came through the National Institutes of Health. Her grants provided research opportunities for many undergraduate and graduate students, including 14 master’s theses.

Carlberg has also been committed to service. She served as chair of the Department of Biology for three years. She has been instrumental in developing guidelines for laboratory animal care at EWU through her leadership on the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. She has also been a member of the American Physiological Society, a Fellow in the American College of Sports Medicine and president of the Northwest Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine. She served as an associate editor for Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise, as well as reviewing manuscripts for numerous journals in physiology and sports medicine.

Jerry R. Galm
For 36 years, Jerry Galm, PhD, has dedicated himself to building a better Eastern Washington University. Initially hired as an archaeologist at Archaeological and Historical Services, he helped to build that unit into a highly respected cultural resource with a sterling reputation locally, regionally and beyond. As a professor, Galm brought his expertise in the area of Pacific Northwest archaeology to the curriculum, later expanding his own research interests by picking up courses in cultural ecology, medical anthropology, African studies and Central Asian studies.

Galm often stepped into the breaches left by departing faculty to ensure that students continued to have access to the courses deemed necessary to their success. His colleagues and students always knew he would provide instruction of an impressively high quality out of combination of sheer determination and natural talent.

Galm’s scholarly production during his time at EWU has been nothing short of Herculean. So many archaeological site reports, peer-reviewed publications and conference presentations that there are too many to count. Galm has been similarly prolific in his service to the department, the college, the university and the community. Without his tireless work over the years, countless conferences would not have run as smoothly, numerous university, college committees would not have been as effective, and a large number of students would not have been mentored in their fields of interest.

It is difficult to capture all the ways, both small and large, that Galm has quietly served his students, his colleagues, his institution and his community. The words “will be greatly missed” wrap it all up.

Ardean R. Nickerson
Professor Ardean Nickerson retired from EWU in December 2014, after 30 years of service. She received a BS in dental hygiene from Idaho State University in 1969, and a MEd from EWU in 1980.

She began teaching in the Dental Hygiene Department in 1975 and rose from assistant professor (1984) to associate professor (1990) and professor (1999).

Nickerson was director of EWU’s restorative dentistry curriculum. During her tenure she supervised students in all levels of clinic, taught radiology/local anesthesia laboratories, dental anatomy, gerontology and oral biology. She developed materials for all of her courses and mentored independent study students in research endeavors.

Nickerson’s teaching philosophy evolved: she wove cooperative learning and group activities into her courses to reinforce didactic material. She valued student-to-student and instructor-to-student interaction, believing they learned from each other.

EWU dental hygiene faculty are encouraged to continue working in the private dental sector to maintain the skills they teach students. During her time at EWU, Nickerson worked in private practice one day per week.

Nickerson was appointed to serve on the Washington State Restorative Exam Committee for licensure of dental hygienists. She was on the editorial review board of the peer-reviewed Journal of Practical Hygiene. She was a regularly invited speaker to state and regional conferences.

Nickerson’s service included working with state and national legislative issues to promote the dental hygiene profession. She volunteered in EWU’s clinics for events such as Dental Camp and Give Kids a Smile Days. She was a member of the Western Regional Examining Board (WREB) Restorative Committee and continues to be an examiner for restorative examinations.
Faculty Emeriti Recognition

Allan T. Scholz

Allan T. Scholz received his PhD, master’s and Bachelor of Science degrees in zoology from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, in 1990, 1977 and 1976, respectively.

After joining the biology faculty at EWU in 1980, he rose through the ranks and became a full professor in 1986.

At EWU, he taught courses in ichthyology, fisheries management, biology, marine biology, history of biology, and the growth of biological thought. He has authored seven books and 142 publications and technical reports, most of them about fishes in eastern Washington.

Scholz has been awarded 146 research grants and contracts to support his research. He is best known for his work on olfactory imprinting and homing in salmon and his four-volume treatise titled *The Fishes of Eastern Washington: A Natural History*.

He was awarded Eastern’s Board of Trustees Medal in 1986. In 2007, he received a commendation from the Northwest Power and Conservation Council/Bonneville Power Administration for his leadership in implementing the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Program.

In 2015, he received a Sierra Club/Center for Environmental Law and Policy watershed hero award for his work in restoring fisheries in the Upper Columbia River Basin.

Perhaps his most significant accomplishment has been in training fisheries scientists. He supervised 45 graduate students and approximately 120 undergraduate students who worked as assistants on one of his many research grants. Most of them have been employed by federal, state and tribal fisheries management agencies, public utility districts or private consulting firms. Scholz still maintains professional contact with many of his former students.

Mahlon B. Dalley

Mahlon Dalley began his journey at EWU in 1996. He served multiple terms as School Psychology Program director and was Psychology Department chair from 2001-2005. Dalley mentored hundreds of students and chaired countless graduate thesis committees. He successfully obtained program approval for the EWU School Psychology Program by the National Association of School Psychologists, co-developed multiple innovative programs and courses in the Psychology Department, and worked in private practice as a licensed psychologist.

His practice was known for serving the needs of the community, providing hands-on practice for graduate students and enhancing the content of his graduate assessment courses.

While Dalley is often remembered for his program and department leadership, he also taught large “high impact” classes of undergraduate courses and was identified as a “beloved” professor by students in Spokane’s *Inlander* magazine. He consistently developed meaningful undergraduate research projects that introduced students to positive psychology and peace psychology.

In 2005, Dalley served as a Fulbright Scholar at the University of Botswana in Gaborone, Botswana. His experiences in Africa led to later research projects in peace psychology and provided unique and intriguing projects for Eastern students who worked in his lab.

Dalley embodied, and taught, ideas he held most valuable. He developed a social emotional learning curriculum, *Teaching Optimism, Hope, and Resiliency to Youth (TOHRY)* and provided modeling of positive psychology in everyday life. He was known for always having a listening ear and gentle guidance for those around him.

Dalley retired from EWU in 2014, and is spending quality time with his family and grandchildren.

Leonard D. Stern (posthumous)

A gifted teacher, accomplished scholar and a respected colleague, Leonard Stern taught psychology from 1980-2012. He believed that serving students was his highest calling and worked long hours on a daily basis polishing his pedagogical skills. He spent years pioneering an innovative “visual sequential approach” to teaching computerized statistical analysis. This work is best epitomized by his text *A Visual Approach to SPSS in Windows* that has been utilized extensively in university level statistics classes around the world.

Stern’s own professional success was always secondary to his main focus; the often unheralded business of educating and mentoring every student who walked through the doors of his classroom.

Stern’s impact in the classroom motivated Jeff Joireman, PhD, to create the Leonard D. Stern Research Award, an endowed scholarship that provides an annual $1,000 award to support an EWU psychology student pursuing a promising research topic in the field of psychology.

Joireman, a former student and current professor at WSU, was Stern’s research assistant during in 1984, an experience that inspired him to attend graduate school. Joireman stated, “Without Leonard’s guidance and support, it is unlikely that I would have pursued a PhD and enjoyed the opportunity of an academic career. It was a great experience, and I have always wanted to honor the mentoring that he gave me.”

Stern was a kind, thoughtful and articulate colleague who provided senior leadership to the department for many years. Leonard Stern no longer roam the halls and classrooms of EWU, but his legacy lives on in the hearts and minds of the countless Eastern students and faculty he inspired.
Robert William Clark

William Clark received his PhD in physiology and biophysics from the University of Washington in 1976. He obtained his master's degree in computer science from Washington State University, in 1986.

Clark started teaching computer science at EWU in 1987. During the 27 years that he taught in the Computer Science (CS) Department, he developed several key courses in his specialty area of computer graphics. The courses, developed at the undergraduate and graduate levels, contributed greatly to the breadth of the department’s curriculum. He mentored many graduate students, all of whom have gone on to work in industry or obtain further education.

Clark produced a number of publications in the area of graphics and visualization. Most recently, he created a graphical application for visualizing the human brain in collaboration with Paul Schimpf, PhD, also from the department.

Clark has chaired the graduate committee in the CS Department for many years and the DPC committee. He has been a member of the undergraduate curriculum committee, the assessment committee and the policies and procedures committee. He has also been the department’s faculty senate representative and been a member of other university committees throughout his career at Eastern.

He is a member of a number of professional societies including Association for Computing Machinery, IEEE Computer Society, American Association for the Advancement of Science and Sigma Xi.

Clark grew up in Silver Spring, Maryland. He is married to Mary Miller, a psychologist in Spokane. The Clarks have two children, Erin, a junior at EWU, and a member of the EWU track team, and Hope, a junior at Cheney High School.
Trustees’ Medal Award

Our recipient of the EWU Trustees' Medal has a distinguished record of excellence in teaching, service to the community, scholarly publication and contribution to the counseling profession.

Alan Basham is a senior lecturer in the Department of Psychology whose impact extends far beyond his teaching responsibilities at the university. He has been a core leader in the continued development, quality and reputation of EWU’s nationally certified Counselor Education program, which trains both mental health counselors and school counselors. He has been instrumental in integrating diversity throughout the curriculum and has revised a number of courses to keep counselor education on the cutting edge of the profession. His teaching skill has received consistently glowing student evaluations and peer reviews that are arguably among the highest in his department. This teaching excellence was recognized when he was selected as Graduate Professor of the Year in 2005-6 and received the Distinguished Faculty Award in Teaching in 2006-7.

In addition to teaching excellence, Basham has exceeded the contractual expectations of a senior lecturer in multiple capacities. Here are a few examples:

When he joined the faculty in 1995, Basham was completing his responsibilities as president of the Washington Counseling Association. He was subsequently elected as president of the Association for Spiritual, Ethical and Religious Values in Counseling (ASERVIC), a national division of the American Counseling Association (1999-2000), and served on the Presidents’ Advisory Council of ACA. Along the way, he received the Henry Bertness Award from the Washington Counseling Association, its highest recognition for contribution to the counseling profession in the state of Washington.

Basham is a skilled team-building consultant and public speaker who has helped numerous organizations become more effective. At EWU, he has assisted academic departments, athletic teams, administrative offices and student organizations. In the Spokane area, he has been a staff training consultant to Union Gospel Mission, Anna Ogeden Hall women and children’s shelter, Catholic Charities, City Gate, Spokane Community College, YWCA and several schools. Across the state, he brought team-building training to businesses, military units, Washington’s crisis intervention and emergency management teams and many community service agencies.

Years ago, Basham was a medical evacuation hospital corpsman with the Marine Corps in Vietnam, where he flew in helicopters into combat zones to provide emergency treatment for wounded Marines and civilians as one of the MAG-16 Flying Docs. Because of his experiences as medevac corpsman and because of a deeply ingrained sense of justice, he was instrumental in the efforts of a small group of faculty and staff members that led to the eventual creation of EWU’s Veterans Resource Center, where he served as liaison from his college for its first two years. He was also asked to serve as technical consultant by Sara Goff (director) and Jeff Sanders (playwright) of EWU’s awarding-winning play about Vietnam, The Things They Carried. His contribution to the play and its cast were “deeply transformative” (Goff); he became the inspiration for the play, which was formally dedicated to him in response to his efforts.

Basham has contributed substantially to scholarly publications throughout his time at EWU. He was lead author of a book on teamwork and ethical leadership, has written four invited chapters in graduate texts about counseling, and was published in the Journal of Counseling and Development, the leading journal in his field. In addition, he contributed two chapters to ACA’s innovative texts on integrating client personal belief into the counseling process, including one on the use of personally meaningful ritual. He is currently developing a career guidance protocol for working within the collectivist world view of Native American citizens.

In sum, Alan Basham has had a distinguished career of teaching, writing, serving, challenging and calling forth the best in those he encounters. He believes in servant leadership and in making scholarship relevant by helping to empower the efforts and improve the life experience of those he encounters.
**Distinguished Service Awards**

The Distinguished Service Awards are given each year to recognize exemplary service and outstanding contributions to the university. Letters of nomination and support are reviewed by the University Medals and Awards Committee.

The award includes the Distinguished Service Award medallion and a check for $1,000. These awards were presented at the University Family Thanksgiving luncheon in November 2013.

Elena Axton helps EWU students see the world. She prepares them, protects them and provides the tools to make studying abroad a life-changing experience.

Axton began working at EWU in the International Field Studies Office in 2005, and currently serves as the study abroad advisor in Eastern’s Office of Global Initiatives. She advises students about opportunities and helps them identify options that meet their personal and academic objectives.

Axton received accolades from a cross-section of campus constituents, but perhaps the most compelling stories about Axton’s contributions come from students themselves. Arthur Ungureanu met Axton when he was planning a study abroad trip to Palestine. A few months into his stay, war broke out in the region. “Elena and I kept in contact every day and she even organized a video conference with me to make sure I was in a safe area, out of the danger zone. She gave me valuable advice on how to prepare, and developed alternative plans of escape in case my region was affected.”

Carl Vollmer says that studying in Japan was the best experience in his life, and the person that is the most responsible for his enjoyable experience is Axton. She requires that students keep a journal or blog about their experiences. “Because of the requirement, I am now able to look back at my experience and remember how I felt at each step of my journey, and can, in a way, relive and share my experiences.”

Safety is a key component for a successful study abroad program, to protect the students and the university. Scotty Reed said Axton prepares students for every possible issue that may arise overseas. Before leaving for Canada, he and other students attended an orientation that covered self-defense. “These guys were prior service SEALS and combat-arms veterans. She sure sends her student abroad ready for anything.”

Axton inspired Paige Webley to study abroad in Jordan. “She has shaped my life exponentially and has influenced it in far greater ways than I have yet to imagine. It is hard to measure how many lives she has touched. She is a driving force creating environments for student’s personal transformations, while always focusing on students’ success.”

Elena Axton  
Administrative Exempt

George Barrena  
Classified Staff

After a 20-year career as a private contractor, George Barrena started working in EWU’s electrical department in January 1999, on a one-year contract to install energy-saving light bulbs on campus. When that assignment was completed, he was offered a permanent position in the Residential Life and Housing Maintenance Department.

Over the years, he has maintained Dryden and Louis Anderson halls, the Married Student Court, and most recently, Brewster Hall, Holter House, the Family Townhouses and Anna Maria apartments.

In their nomination of Barrena for this award, former Townhouse residents Scott and Heather Summers wrote, “GEORGE! The online work order system is great mostly because it brings George. Every time we have a concern, BOOM – it is taken care of, and he is always friendly and courteous. A simple thing like our toilet flapper always needing to be jiggled to stop running water – fixed first thing the next morning. We had a closet door jump off the railing – he was there. While they might seem like minor things, having him right on it and with a great attitude makes me glad we decided on the Townhouse apartments rather than an off-campus apartment.”

Wade Neilson and his wife managed Holter House and Anna Maria apartments for four years. “Not only was George excellent at identifying and correcting problems in the units, he did it with pleasure and a great attitude. George loves to repair things and build relationship with people that he is around. He made us and our residents feel like the top priority.”

Barrena has proven to be an excellent mentor to the students he’s worked with as well. Sharlie Corcoran worked with Barrena for two years. She wrote, “He exudes the time and patience to successfully train the student workers on proper technique and safety. His dedication to providing proper guidance in these general maintenance practices has proven effective in the student development process and some have continued onto their professional careers utilizing the skills George has provided them.”

Michelle Schultz, apartment coordinator for University Apartments concurs, “He is patient with our students and keeps these old buildings in the best possible shape for our students. The university is lucky to have him.”
The Frances B. Huston Medallion Award was established in 1998 by a gift from Mary Ann Nelson, professor of English emerita, as a tribute to Professor of English Frances B. Huston’s lifelong commitment to education and a generosity to students that was quiet but ongoing. The medallion award program recognizes outstanding graduates and reflects Huston’s compassion and respect for what education can do for an individual and a community.

The recipients of this award will have established themselves as exceptionally capable individuals in both academic and extracurricular activities. The faculty and administration of Eastern Washington University acknowledge their great pride in the accomplishments of these students during their college experience and expect even greater accomplishments in the years that lie ahead.

Kayla B. Bickel  
Sarah Jane Brown  
Naomi Nicole Stauffer  
Logan M. Camporeale  
Kristin P. Duprie

Daniel J. Goodman  
Gregory Matthew Gormley  
Christopher James Hansen  
Stephen James Hoerner  
Robert B. Jones II

Lauren M. McKinley  
Chelsea A. Pardini  
Jennifer Schoenrock  
Jennifer Marie Smasne  
Nathan Stranberg

Elizabeth K. Weber  
Heather L. Summers  
Renee Valenter  
Zachary T. York  
Not pictured: Debbie L. Shelton
2015 University
Honors Program Graduates

University Honors Ad Majorem

These students completed either:
16 credits of freshman Honors courses and two upper-division Honors courses  
Or
They enriched 12 Honors credits in their major and completed two upper-division Honors courses.

Kayla Ash  
BA Social Work  
Nampa, Idaho

Annika Browne  
BA Interdisciplinary Studies  
Duvall, Wash.

Yoora Byeon  
BS Mechanical Engineering  
Cheongju, Republic of Korea

Thinh Do  
BA Finance  
Spokane, Wash.

Heather Forrest-Fruscalzo  
BS Biology  
Anderson, SC

Sarah Headly  
BS Computer Science  
Mead, Wash.

Nicole Judge  
BA Psychology  
Silverdale, Wash.

Lauren McKinley  
BM Music Instrumental  
BA Jazz and Commercial Music  
Cheney, Wash.

Not pictured:

Todd Paget BA E Chemistry/ Biochem Education  
Castle Rock, Wash.

Tyler Orlowski BA Outdoor Recreation  
Spokane, Wash.

Reanne Charuhas BA Social Work  
Puyallup, Wash.

Robert Stevens BA English  
Cheney, Wash.

Michael Goodloe BA Interdisciplinary Studies  
Airway Heights, Wash.

Megan Hewins BA English  
Spokane, Wash.
2015 University Honors Program Graduates

University Honors Ad Maxima Valorem

This select group includes students who completed:
16 credits of freshman Honors courses, two upper-division Honors courses
and a minimum of 12 enriched Honors credits in their major.
They will graduate with a University Honors Ad Maxima Valorem designation.

Pictured:
Larissa Tufnell: BAB Management
Bothell, Wash.

Not Pictured:
Ana Greiner-Shelton: BA History and BA Anthropology
Chelan, Wash.
Gregory Vanwagenen: BA Philosophy
Spokane, Wash.

University Honors

Lower Division Honors Ad Valorem

These outstanding students took at least 16 credits of the Freshman Honors sequence —
The Intellectual Tradition. Honors participation allows gifted students the opportunity to develop
their talents in a framework of close intellectual interaction with faculty and peers.

Sarah Alexander BS Dental Hygiene Reardan, Wash.
Megan Baldwin BAB Finance Spokane, Wash.
Caroline Belch BS Biology Tenerife, Colo.
Sara Blickhahn BAB Accounting Spokane, Wash.
Cassandra Bratton BA Interdisciplinary Studies Loveland, Wash.
Kailah Broussard BS Nursing Prosser, Wash.
Tara Brown BS Biology Boise, Idaho
Jase Butorac BAB Marketing Sammamish, Wash.
Stephanie Cooper BAE Biology Education and BS Biology Cheney, Wash.
Mackenzie Countryman BAE Mathematics Education Kettle Falls, Wash.
Tyler Crume BAB Finance Nine Mile Falls, Wash.
Tyler Dotson BS Applied Developmental Psych Otis Orchards, Wash.
Courtney Duda BS Exercise Science Sammamish, Wash.
Kristin Duprie BAE Biology Education and BA Leadership
Bremerton, Wash.
Amber Eastham BS Physics Renton, Wash.
Katie Emery BA Communication Studies and BA Leadership
Mead, Wash.
Christa Gentili BS Exercise Science Spokane Valley, Wash.
Savannah Glamp BAB Marketing Spokane Valley, Wash.
Christopher Hanse BA Theatre Spokane, Wash.
Kaylee Hardin BA Film Bothell, Wash.
Robert Harris BA Interdisciplinary Studies Spokane, Wash.
Tatiana Hernandez-Friesz BA Anthropology Elma, Wash.
Christina Hoerner BA Communication Disorders Spokane, Wash.
Justin Hutcherson BAB Management Walla Walla, Wash.
Vanessa Infante BA Social Work Cashmere, Wash.
Kaylee Keller BAB Management Quincy, Wash.
Remington Klein BS Biology Edwall, Wash.
Zachary Klemmer BS Exercise Science Spokane, Wash.
Shelby Leckie BAB Management and BAB Marketing Spokane, Wash.
University Honors

Lower Division Honors Ad Valorem

Nicole Ledesma BS Nursing Prosser, Wash.
Donald Lloyd BS Exercise Science Spokane, Wash.
Ross McCrorie BAE English Education Anchorage, Alaska
Allen Miller BAB Accounting Deer Park, Wash.
Andrew Miller BAB Management and BAB Finance Puyallup, Wash.
Warren Miller BS Mechanical Engineering St. John, Wash.
Danika Morgan BAE Literacy, Reading, & Writing Spokane, Wash.
Kelsea Morris BAE English Rainier, Wash.
Kevin Murray BS Computer Science Spokane, Wash.
Aunja Norland BA Communication Studies Cheney, Wash.
Michael Odonnell BA Interdisciplinary Studies Cheney, Wash.
Cathy Pla BA Health Services Administration Spokane, Wash.
Alex Quinnett BAB Marketing Spokane, Wash.
Jessica Reed BS Environmental Science Mead, Wash.
Houston Robison BAE Mathematics Education Chelan, Wash.
Angelica Rodriguez BAE Spanish Education Hermiston, Ore.
Emily Schroeder BA Visual Communication Design Kennewick, Wash.
Emily Schultz BA Interdisciplinary Studies Bozeman, Mont.
Aaron Shell BA Film Duvall, Wash.
Danielle Shields BA Psychology Spokane, Wash.
Casey Sliger BS Computer Science Wilbur, Wash.
Braydon Smith BAE Social Studies Education Prosser, Wash.
Jason Swannack BS Computer Science Lamont, Wash.
Nicholas Sweeney BAB Marketing Spokane, Wash.
Joshua Taylor BA Interdisciplinary Studies Spokane, Wash.
Jacklyn Treat BAB Management Moses Lake, Wash.
Benjamin Waites BS Biology Moses Lake, Wash.
Russell Webster BA Philosophy Spokane, Wash.
Melissa Williams BS Biology Camas, Wash.
Samuel Wolfe BA Film Sammamish, Wash.
Katelyn Wyborny BA Anthropology Wilbur, Wash.
Zachary York BS Electrical Engineering Loon Lake, Wash., Spain

Transfer Honors Program Ad Valorem

These students transferred to Eastern Washington University with a 3.7 or higher grade point average. They were selected for the Honors Transfer Scholarship and have completed one upper-division Honors course.

Megan Baldwin BAB Finance Spokane, Wash.
Robert Harris BA Interdisciplinary Studies Spokane, Wash.
Tatiana Hernandez-Friesz BA Anthropology Elma, Wash.
Justin Hutcherson BAB Management Walla Walla, Wash.
Vanessa Infante BA Social Work Cashmere, Wash.
Donald Lloyd BS Exercise Science Spokane, Wash.
Allen Miller BAB Accounting Deer Park, Wash.
Michael Odonnell BA Interdisciplinary Studies Cheney, Wash.
Cathy Pla BA Health Services Administration Spokane, Wash.
Jacklyn Treat BAB Management Moses Lake, Wash.
Benjamin Waites BS Biology Moses Lake, Wash.
Russell Webster BA Philosophy Spokane, Wash.

Honor Society Awards

Phi Eta Sigma

The Honors Program recognizes those students who were inducted into the prestigious Phi Eta Sigma National Honor Society. Phi Eta Sigma honors students who have earned at least a 3.5 cumulative grade point average during their freshman year.
College of Arts, Letters & Education

Dean and Associate Deans

Dean
Dr. Roy Sonnema

Associate Dean of Education
Dr. Susan Ruby

Assistant Dean
Dr. Brian Donahue

Department Chairs

Associate Professor Greg duMonthier
Chair, Department of Art
Dr. Marion Moore
Chair, Department of Education
Dr. Logan Greene
Chair, Department of English
Dr. Florian Preisig
Chair, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures

Dr. Sheila Woodward
Chair, Department of Music
Dr. Matthew Chase & Dr. Alan Coelho
Co-Chairs, Department of Physical Education, Health and Recreation
Associate Professor Peter Porter
Chair, Department of Theatre and Film
Frances B. Huston
Medallion Awards
Nominees

Art
Robert Jones

Education
Kayla Bickel

English
Jennifer Schoenrock

Modern Languages and
Literatures
Alizabeth Sturgill

Music
Lauren McKinley

Physical Education,
Health and Recreation
Heather Summers

Theatre and Film
Chris Hansen

Outstanding
Graduating Seniors

Art
Victoria Deleon
Jessica Earle
Robert Jones
Krystn Pamerly

Education
Kayla Bickel
Breanna Riley
Theresa Scott
Jessica Wallace

English
Aaron Bocook
Ashlee Brown
Vienna Bridges
Erica Carlsson
Crystal Dunaway
Katie Dunn
Jason Edwards
Kirsten French
Hannah Harder
Steffany Holten
Aaron Mathisen
Ross McCrorie
Jordan Neels
Austin Prettyman
Jennifer Schoenrock
Samuel Shepard

Modern Languages and
Literatures
Elliny Hiebert
Alizabeth Sturgill

Music
Emma Mortensen

Kathryn Rose Perlinger
Alizabeth Kathleen Sturgill
Lindsey Lorraine Rantzow
Brenna Marie Weisbrod

Philosophy
David Denenny
Grant Harper
Elliny Hiebert
Vladimir Titkov
Gregory Vanwagonen
Russell Webster

Music
Peter Beskid
Tyler Dines
Lyudmila Gordey
Jordan Jennings
Joshua Lindberg
Lauren McKinley
Emma Mortensen
Bailey Noble
Thomas Patton
Taylor Smith
Megan Wedel
Joseph Youmans

Physical Education,
Health and Recreation

Athletic Training
Casie McGinness

Community Health
Alina Cibicki

Exercise Science
Christa Gentili
Nessamarie Forsberg

Graduate Program
Megan Chavez

Health & Fitness
Megann Erni

Outdoor Recreation
Cameron Corcoran

Recreation Management
William Easland

Therapeutic Recreation
Whitnie Whitman

Theatre and Film
Chris Hansen
David Logghe
Paden Vance

Film
Tyler Clark
Mikayla Daniels
Kaylee Hardin
Jake Sanders

Virginia Asan
Award
Barbara Stumph
**Master’s Degree Candidates**

### Master of Arts

Huda Saad Alrasheed, BA Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud
*Islamic University English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Alaa K. Alshuaibi, BA University of Dammam
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Brandy R. Bippes, BA Eastern Washington University
*English: Rhetoric and Technical Communication*

Brian Kenji Eliason, BA Eastern Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Maria E. Estrada-Loehne, BAE Eastern Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Kelly Gail Hansen, BAE Eastern Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Kathryn Claire Hedberg, BA Eastern Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Delaney Joel Holland, BAE Eastern Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Michael Ellwood Johnson, BA Western Washington University
*English: Teaching English as a Second Language*

Michael Patrick Kiernan, BA University of Regina
*English: Literature*

Fred McFarland, BA Washington State University
*English: Literature*

### Master of Education

Samya S. Achour, BAE Queens University of Charlotte

Ohood Ghazi A. Almohanna, BA King Abdulaziz University

Tahani Abdulrahman Alsaed, BAE Majmaah University

Rehab Salem AlZand, BA King Abdulaziz University

Kenneth M. Barney, BS Corban University

Bianna L. Bennett, BAE Eastern Washington University

Linea Marina Bruno, BA Portland State University

Michael A. Cusick, BA Western Washington University

Kimberly Ann Cree, BAE Eastern Washington University

Whitney J. Egger, BA George Fox University

Melissa Koreen Faire, BA Washington State University

Lionel Garcia, BA University of Washington – Bothell

Sara Elizabeth Hernandez, BAB Eastern Washington University

Amy Asano Kliwer, BA University of Portland

Vasana Manivong, BA Washington State University

Carrie Ann Meier, BAE Eastern Washington University

Kelly Rebecca Morin, BS Mount St. Mary’s University

Granville Mark Neufville, BS Eastern Washington University

Tracey L. North, BAE Eastern Washington University

Stacey Ann Novo, BS Eastern Washington University

Kyndle J. Palmer, BAE Eastern Washington University

Shelby Marie Ramirez, MEd University of Washington

Michael Ross Ramsey, BAE Eastern Washington University

Harvest A. Rich, BAE Eastern Washington University

Cari Ann Roderick, BAE Eastern Washington University

Gabriel Elias Rose, BA Eastern Washington University

Lisa Marie Scott, BA Eastern Washington University

Sohyun Shin, PhD Korea University

Kyle R. Schlagel, BA Boise State University

Nicole Michelle Smith-Miller, BA Eastern Washington University

Megan Solberg, BA Eastern Washington University

Daniel Charles Spisak, BS Southern Illinois University – Carbondale

Tracey L. Waring, MSW Eastern Washington University

Tracey L. North, BAE Eastern Washington University

Stacey Ann Novo, BS Eastern Washington University

Kyndle J. Palmer, BAE Eastern Washington University

Shelby Marie Ramirez, MEd University of Washington

Michael Ross Ramsey, BAE Eastern Washington University

Harvest A. Rich, BAE Eastern Washington University

Cari Ann Roderick, BAE Eastern Washington University

Gabriel Elias Rose, BA Eastern Washington University

Lisa Marie Scott, BA Eastern Washington University

Sohyun Shin, PhD Korea University

Kyle R. Schlagel, BA Boise State University

Nicole Michelle Smith-Miller, BA Eastern Washington University

Megan Solberg, BA Eastern Washington University

Daniel Charles Spisak, BS Southern Illinois University – Carbondale

Tracey L. Waring, MSW Eastern Washington University
College of Arts, Letters & Education

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Fine Arts

Daniella Christy Burke, BA David Lipscomb University
Creative Writing

Kyle Elizabeth Capogna, BA Michigan State University
Creative Writing

Megan Rose Charles, BA Eastern Washington University
Creative Writing

Melissa Ann Dziedzic, BA University of Houston
Creative Writing

Casey Lynne Guerin, BA Boston College
Creative Writing

Anastasia Ralye Hilton, BA University North Carolina – Greensboro
Creative Writing

Chelsea Ann Johnson, BA Azusa Pacific University
Creative Writing

Veronica Marie Lustre, BA University of California – Berkeley
Creative Writing

Stephanie Ellen McCauley, BA Southwestern University
Creative Writing

Howard Bailey Noggle, BA Washington State University
Creative Writing

Megan Renee Padilla, MA University of Nevada – Reno
Creative Writing

David Ratcliff, BA University of Kent
Creative Writing

Ryan A. Scariano, BA Portland State University
Creative Writing

Jody J. Sperling, BFA University of Nebraska – Omaba
Creative Writing

Kyle Marie Thiele, BA Concordia College – Moorhead
Creative Writing

Lareign Michelle Ward, BA Stephen F. Austin State University
Creative Writing

Holly Michele Weiler, BA Whitworth University
Creative Writing

Caitlin Elizabeth Wheeler, BA Whitworth University
Creative Writing

Orville Jacob Williams, BA Oklahoma State University
Creative Writing

Master of Music

Jacob Anthony Beal, BA Moody Bible Institute
Music

Andres Jaramillo, BM Universidad de Los Andes
Music

Master of Science

Megan Rochelle Chavez, BS University of the Pacific
Physical Education

Taylor Tomás Elizondo, BS Idaho State University
Physical Education

Taylor Mounts, BA Willamette University
Physical Education

Collin S. Winks, BS Brigham Young University – Idaho
Physical Education
College of Arts, Letters & Education

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Arts

Art History
Robert Bruce Jones **
Autumn Marie Klotz
Tamara Dawn Veit

English
Andreanna Kay Aho *
Gerhardt Nicholas Bergh
Nicholas P. Binford
Ashlee Marie Brown *
Megan Brown *
Erica Anne Carlsson **
Michael Brian Cook *
Maria Esperanza Cornelius
Crystal T. Dunaway **
Evelyn Roxanne Fletcher ***
Paulina Gonzalez Garcia
Lynden Martin Gellner
Erin Fitzpatrick Greene
Megan Hewins **
Steffany Jean Holten **
Robert Christian Jensen
Anne M. Johnson **
Patricia Carroll Joyner
John L. Kephart
Candice Marie La Vanway
Ryan Christopher Lowe **
Miles Keller Martin *
Kayte Lynne Marx **
Aaron Mathisen **
Connie Louise McCullough
Jill A. McKenney **
Kelsea C. Morris **
Benjamin P. Murray
Diana M. Na
Austin J. Prettyman **
Lyssa Katrina Sandal

Jennifer J. Schoenrock **
Courtney L. Schwind
Robert P. Stevens *
Timothy P. Stickney
Ronni Taylor
Nicholas Douglas Thomas *
Virginia Grace Rose Thomas **
Lexi D. Watkins
Ryan Mitchell Ziehnert *

Film
Tyler Clark *
Sheila Rae Clifford
Mikayla Daniels
Jordan Flett
Kaylee Alyssa Hardin **
Ivett Hernandez
Aaron David James
Aaron E. Knapik
Caitlin Marie Kramer *
Terry James R. Lunde
Sean R. McNeil
Christopher Matthew Mudd
Jakob Ray Nelson
Philip Christopher Peckels
Jake Wennes James Sanders *
Yasser O. Shahin
Aaron M. Shell
Emily C. Varnell
Samuel Harrison Wolfe

French
Hannah Cherie Tilley

Humanities
Miles Grant Colburn
Dylan Cosby *
Sarah C. Dalrymple

Anna E. Getz
Pamela Glass
Rebecca C. Jarvis
Ashley A. Poole
Samuel R. Shepard **
William F. Townsend

Journalism
Aaron R. Bocook ***
Cody S. Brockman
Norward J. Brooks
Demetrius Dominique Dennis
Katie Anne Dunn
Ayanna K. Fernandez
Fetlewoyni H. Gebrezabher
Catherine G. Gosen *
Jacob Gregory Kershinar
Cori A. Olson
Nicole R. Ruse

Music
Romer John N. Biscaro
Alex J. Coleman
Tyler Austin Dines *
Alek Peter Gayton
Jacob A. Madison
Thomas W. Patton **
Daniel J. Schroeder
Lucas K. Selfridge
Emily A. Walk
Megan L. Wedel ***
Joseph Ariel Youmans *

Outdoor Recreation
Garfield Rey Anderson
Tanner Robert Bordonaro
Darren Lee Bunke
Cameron L. Corcoran *

Shea M. Gowdy
Adam Grenda
Kyle S. Legato
Joshua Steven Marro **
Tyler William Orlowski *
Ashley J. Spaulding
Rebecca Anece Woollett **

Philosophy
Steven Robert Chartz
David Timothy Denenny *
Matthew James Hadorn
Grant R. Harper *
Elliny Jade Hieber ***
Brett Michael Liebrecht *
August Hankins Mattson
Tommy Sumler
Vladimir V. Titkov **
Gregory VanWagenen *
Russell George Webster **

Recreation Management
Alexander N. Adams *
Eric Allen Charvet
Travis Christopher Condron
Emily E. Druschba
William Stuart Easland
Danae Michelle Fechner
Alexander M. Ferraro
Cameron Tyrrel Floch **
Jakin J. Fung
David S. Gaylord
Kirby Dewayne Grubaugh
Kelsey Hatch-Brecek
Taylor Kathrine Hauf
Jessica Ann Hawley
Matthew J. Holloway
Nathan P. Huff *

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of Arts, Letters & Education

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Michelle C. Maguire *
Kayla Helen Marvulli
Crystal Dawn Millard **
Britni A. Minkler
James Alexander Mower
Daniel Jacob Nelson
Quinton Olivas
Brendon P. Rannow
G. Nicholas Redding
Andrew E. Rockwood *
Kaitlin Marie Schram
Robin Maureen Taylor
Katherine Verkovod **
Benjamin Richard Ward
Caroline F. Ward
Bridger Williams **
Alec Hunter Wilson
Tyler A. Wilson

Spanish
Cameron J. Desonia
Erika N. Enciso-Castillo
Evelyn Roxanne Fletcher ***
Erika M. Gallegos
Jazelle Galvez Gilbert
Nichole Alice Hatton
Carson Meier Hembree
Jason M. Hickman *
Shawn Michael Kilpatrick ***
Victoria Kinner
Miguel Lopez *
Cameron Maleki ***
Edgar Noyola
Amy Janet Nunez **
Ilisa C. Payne *
Liliana Pena Lopez **
Lindsey Lorraine Rantzow **
Jasmine Leigh Stray

Alizbeth Kathleen Sturgill ***
Brenna Marie Weisbrod **
Jody E. Wilkerson **
Courtney Jamar Williams

Studio Art
Caitlin Elyse Clawson
Jennifer Alix DeBarros **
Amanda L. Fleming
Jose Samuel Garcia
Caitlin Rose Graman
Robert Bruce Jones **
Kristopher M. Kupser
Chad Arthur Nelson
Nichole Nevenhoven ***
Polina B. Nikolayev
Ilsa C. Payne *
Katie Jean Peterson **
Daren Smith
Kathryn A. Taylor *
Christina M. Torrieri
Amy M. Ueckert ***
Jacob Tyler Updegrove
Tamara Dawn Veit
Barbara Jean Wilson **

Theatre
Marlee Melinda Andrews
Christine Noel Buckley
Sabrina Marie Condon
Sharron A. Davis
Christopher J. Hansen **
Ryan F. Hartwell
Korinne E. Hough
Talia K. Jardin Fernandez
David L. Logghe **
Ashley Rae Payne *
Michelle K. Pyles
Aaron Emanuel Taylor
Paden Roy Vance **
Brianna M. Williamson

Technical Communication
Jana Lynne Beals
Shannon Bedell
Nicholas P. Binford
Vienna M. Bridges **
Michelle Christine Brown *
Elizabeth Anne Fall
Hannah Danielle Harder ***
Hannah K. Hilton
Katelyn Alice Johnston *
Jordan Neels **
Gayle A. Platzi
Shellana N. Richardson
Teri Ann Simpson
Elohino Theodore
Keelin Mackenzie Toal

Therapeutic Recreation
Galena J. Anderson *
Breahna M. Bacheller
Macey Anne Brown
Sara Renee Callagy
Kala C. Clanton
Sarah Cowley
Leah Marin Cram *
Kayla Rae Fernando *
Ryan A. Flores
Louel Missina Hagos
Alina Jane Hibbs *
Hannah L. Keogh
Tayte J. Koussa
Seralin Marie Krausse
Karla C. Lazarte
Christina Ledezma

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Early Childhood Education
Brittney Marie Belote *
Emelia Beth Bouwman **
Siara Christine Byers *
Nohemi Calderon Lopez
Abigail Anastasia Hart
Jennifer Renee Haynes
Lauren R. Henry
Lottie Leona Kinney *
Ashlyn J.K. Ma’a
Alexis Kathrine Reber
Tara Rickard
Darcy H. Royland
Jaclyn Marie Silvas

** *Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Arts, Letters & Education

Rocio Tirado
Kristina L. Tolley
Kabao Xiong

English
Lucas Nix Ashe *
Jason C. Edwards **
Kirsten Jillian French *
Stephanie Lynn Hook
Kailie Jean Knutzen
Jordan Ashley Lehman
Ross D. McCorrie **
Tyler L. Schoening *
Amanda J. Tayne
Kathleen Claire Tiffany

Health and Fitness
Ted Kenneth Alteneder
Jessika M. Barlow *
Devin Eugene Darrough **
Megann E. Erni *
Dylan J. Hearn **
Jamie C. Palmer
Emily Suzanne Pond *
Grant Peder Robinson
Jordan Lee Schoening *
Ashley Christine Simmet **
Trevor Allyn Taylor

Literacy, Reading & Writing
Natasha A. Barnhart *
Kayla Briann Bickel *
Kristin M. Bonser
Jaclyn Christine Bowdlish
Samantha Lynn Cook
Sarah I. Dunn **
Anna Garbuz **
Stephanie L. Geiger
Katelyn A. Graffis ***
Kaitlyn N. Hudson
Nerissa Anne Huff
Alysha A. Jannot **
Sandra Ruth K. Kairichi
Kristina Lattin *
Whitney E. Mayo *
Nicole Elizabeth Medeiros **
Danika B. Morgan **
Lindsey L. Morse *
Amy Janet Nunez *
Sarah A. Ottmar
Angela S. Pederson *
Sadie T. Perry
Deborah J. Peterson
Cassondra Platas-Arredondo
Breanna E. Riley *
Kelsie Ann Rooser
Katie J. Rolli ***
Alyssa C. Stone
Taylor R. Vierck
Jessica R. Wallace **
Shelbe Rae Ward *
Jessica L. Webber *
Cassie A. Yates
Alexis Camille Zurfulh *

Music
Makenzie S. Curtis
Jordan Louis Jennings **
Joshua G. Lindberg *
Emma Grace Mortensen **
Bailey Ryan Noble **
Taylor J. Smith *
Spanish
Eric Ray Brazington **
Michael John Hanley **
Jadenna T. Nuntananusit *
Kathryn Rose Perlenger **
Angelica Lorena Rodriguez *
Carina J. Velazquez *

Special Education
Olivia Kristine Bergman
Samuel Robert Coleston **
Kathryn Elisabeth Ellis
Olivia M. Fox **
Kelsy A. Kelley **
Amanda M. King
Jona Arlene Latham
Christina L. McDonald
Andrea Nicole Peck
Chase Jerod Powell *
Samantha Rose Price
Cecelia A. Rupert
Samuel Kreg Schaefer
Theresa Marie Scott **
Desiree E. Steed
Toshick Edward Watson *
Patricia J. Wood

Visual Arts
Colleen M. Bowerman *
Gregory B. Haste **
Catherine Leigh Shintah ***

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Studio Art
James Charles Barrett **
Kiyomi Nina Chadwell ***
Victoria L. Deleon
Jessica Jordan Ann Earle
Autumn Marie Klotz

Bachelor of Music
Music
Peter Beskid *
Lyudmila Anatolevna Gordey *
Joshua G. Lindberg *
Lauren Michelle McKinley ***
Matthew James Michelotti
Emma Grace Mortensen **
Thomas Gordon Sanborn
Taylor J. Smith *
Jessica Louise Van Dyken

Bachelor of Science
Athletic Training
Elishia M. Andrade
Maria Isabel Aparicio
Allison Chapin *
Jessalyn A. Coleman *
Marissa Jean Cox *
Pamela M. Earl *
Emily A. Flannery
Farrah Y. French *
Alexis Monique Gholston
Robert J. Leach
Casie McGinness
Patrick Meisenheimer
Rachel A. Weiss

Community Health
Hanna Dessalegne Adam
Mohamed Ahmed
Jahtia Batrice Benton
Haley Samantha Bernath *
Cameron Ray Bowers
Cerstn Catherine Bratlien *
Garmai E. Browne
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

CUM LAUDE

College of Arts, Letters & Education

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Shaunita Maria Germaine Cable *
Rachel A. Cervas
Alina R. Cibicki **
Jessica L. David
Jordan M. Denning *
Muana Davaja George
Shimiqua K. George
Micaiah R. Hodge *
Jayneca Ni'jae Howard
Rosemary E. Johnson **
Leticia M. Juarez
Charles X. LaCoursiere **
Gabriela Elise Marcy
Ashley Marshall
Lydia M. Marshall **
Senida Aana Monroy
Hawo M. Nur
Melissa Offerdahl-King
James Roy Paleracio
Keri Denae Schwartz *
Jena Celeste Trull *
Alicia Kim Williams
Leeandria N. Witcraft **
Melissa A. Zaragoza

Exercise Science

Abigail Allison
Diego Fernando Anaya
Selena R. Bach **
Lakhvir K. Bains
Lakhwinder K. Bains
Eilish Zel Bessmer
Mari M. Bingham
Taylor Janae Black *
Dayle V. Boren
Gavin Austin Brady *
Tyler W. Bridges
Mollie Ann Buelow
Teresa Marie Burlingame *
Caitlin Anne Chaussee **
Ryan Walter Chodykin
Alina R. Cibicki **
Cassidy C. Coates
Melissa Anne Cogburn *
Travis S. Cooper **
Thane Anthony Cope **
Kameron D. Crosswhite **
Courtney L. Cuyle
Isaiah William Dean
Kaitlyn Christine Dige **
Spencer D. Dodds **
Courtney Michelle Duda **
Markus D. Duhamel
Nathan Duncan *
Craig Nicholas Dyess *
Brittany A. Ellingsen
Sarah E. Falcy
Travis James Foland
Nessamarie Eueva Forsberg **
Jonathan Allen Frazier
Tyler Benjamin Freeman *
Julie Ann C. Gallis **
Christa Dawn Gentili **
Erika Ray Gettis
Taylor Rae Gilbert
Justin T. Graff
April Grandpre **
Edgar Ashley Grepo
Kathleen Dora Hagan *
Shedaezha Virginia Ann Hodge
Jonathan Dean Hoelzen
Lauren Rose Holm *
Samual Pope Howard
Amanda R. Howe **
Leann Ku'unani Lazaru Ikeda *
Brendan J. Ingebritsen
Taylor M. Ingebritsen **
Christopher N. James
Mindy M. James **
Abria M. Jones
Baylee Lakeysa Gail Jones
Ryan A. Kadmiri
Jozie Faryn Kimes *
Nathan R. Kipling **
Zachery P. Klemmer ***
BreAnna Koffman
Dominique Denise-Rose Koontz
Charles X. LaCoursiere **
Andrew W. Langhofer
Gabriel Quenten Lee
Shawna Nicole Lindberg
Donald Earl Lloyd *
Nikki M. Locke **
Brooke S. Logan **
Danielle Rae McCammon **
Joshua C. McCoy *
Richard John Mehlbrech ***
Patrick Meisenheimer
Olivia M. Midles **
Danielle L. Moon
Sarah Paige Morgen
Natalie G. Murguia
Sergio Murguia *
Sawyer Michael Neiffer ***
Lexie Brooke Nelson **
Brian James Nolan
Justin Ray Parks ***
Brett K. Parsons
Erik J. Patterson **
Brandon C. Piper
Daniel Pitz
Christina Marie Plymale
Justin T. Porter **
Courtney L. Randall
Alex C. Ray
Kaylee R. Raymond
KaeCee R. Reed
Joel Heywood Reeves **
Tyler M. Reisdorph *
Todd Ryan Roush
David A. Salinas
Mackenzie M. Saxton
Miro Nikolai Schaad
Dylan L. Shenefield *
Taylor Marie Shuff ***
Brook Anne Shuff
Taylor M. Shuff
Nicole S. Shuff
Matthew J. Stuefen
Colten B. Sullivan **
Brittney N. Swanson **
Sarah Michelle Tupper
Christine K. Uriarte
Brandon David Velasco
Chandler Jolene Watson
Gabriel West **
Joel C. Wiley *
Sara B. Wilke
Chunhui Xie
Aaron J. Yang
Anton Yuuyevich Yuryev *

Journalism

Brandon L. Gunn
Whitney S. Mitchell
Jonathan R. Olson
Allison Kimble Walther *
Annelise Christine Wood

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of Business and Public Administration

Dean

Dr. Martine Duchatelet

Department Chairs and Program Directors

Dr. Duanning Zhou  
Chair, Department of Accounting & Information Systems & Business Analytics

Dr. David Bunting  
Chair, Department of Economics

Dr. Dean Kiefer  
Chair, Department of Management

Dr. Dick Winchell  
Chair, Department of Planning & Public Administration

Ms. Roberta Brooke  
Director, Graduate Program in Business Administration (MBA)

Dr. Kerry Brooks  
Director, Urban and Regional Planning Program (MURP)

Dr. Ning Li  
Director, Graduate Program in Public Administration (MPA)
Awards

Travis Scott Allen
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Brittany Nicole Anderson
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Libby Arneson-Walk
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Elizabeth Backstrom
Public Administration Honors

Richard Alexander Betts
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Justin Briggs
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Jennifer Burchill
Public Administration Honors

Jeremy Charley
Urban and Regional Planning AICP Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award

Chengge Chen
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Jeremy Deerheim
Public Administration Honors

Megan Fadeley
Public Administration Honors

Rendall Farley
Business Administration Honors

Lindsay Farrer
Public Administration Honors

Daniel Goodman
Frances B. Huston Medallion

Lisa Greer
National Business Education Association Award of Merit

Daniel Hill
Urban and Regional Planning Undergraduate Professional Achievement Award

Erica Jacobo
Public Administration Honors

Joshua Martin Jainga
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Rachel Kettenburg
Business Administration Honors

Andrew Kienast
Urban and Regional Planning Graduate Community Service Award

Andrea Kilgore
Public Administration Honors

Raymond Kilpatrick
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Tosha Knopp
Business Administration Honors

Larissa Charlotte Lebl
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Sheri McCoy
Business Administration Honors

Marc Morris
Public Administration Honors

Niklas Oscarson
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Chelsea A. Pardini
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Frances B. Huston Medallion

Brook Payne
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Christopher Michael Rich
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Daniel Romas
The H. George Frederickson Public Administration Honors

Matthew Seeman
Omicron Delta Epsilon, International Honor Society in Economics

Cesar Stoddard
Urban and Regional Planning Undergraduate Community Service Award

Renee Valetter
Frances B. Huston Medallion

Jeff Walter
Business Administration Honors

Shane Jarrett Warren
Urban and Regional Planning Graduate Community Service Award

Deana Watson
Urban and Regional Planning Graduate Community Service Award

Kathleen Watson
Urban and Regional Planning Undergraduate Community Service Award

Betsy White
Public Administration Honors

Loren Wiltse
Public Administration Honors

Coral Wonderley
Urban and Regional Planning Undergraduate Professional Achievement Award

Beta Gamma Sigma Business Honorary Society

Qualified for Induction

Masters

Undergraduate Seniors

Alison Avery
Manpreet Bains*
Liudmila Bakhitina
Michael Ballard
Michael Barnhart*
Alexandra Basset
Hilary Beardslee
College of Business and Public Administration

Honors and Awards

Michael Besterci
Sara Blickhahn
Ashton Boothroyd
Amanda Bradley
Wanrong Chen*
Ryan Corker*
Jonathon Davis
Seth DeNardi*
Kim Finafrock*
Rebekah Frank
Savannah Glamp
Daniel Goodman
Justin Grandinetti
Karissa Grant
Colleen Harbick
Brian Hull
Ava Le
Jessie Levno
Lindsay McKay
Miranda Mielke
Allen Miller*
Andrew Miller*
Susan Nelson*
Kimberly Nesper
Rowena Peters
Brent Powers
Alex Quinnett
Natalya Radko
Tara Ryan
Lexie Schultz
Zachery Schultz
Mark Sherbinin
James Shin
Andrew Slater
Ann Shinniger*
Haley Stading
Brian Stamer
Nicholas Sweeney
Jordan Tonani
Stephen Trainor
Larissa Tufnell
Jeremy Valdez
Renee Valenter*
Yuqi Wang*
Suzanne Ward
Jefferson Withnell
Elena Yarmolyuk*
Shawna Young
Oksana Zhukov
Joachim Zver*
Inducted in 2014

Scholarships

Liudmila Bakhtina
Trustees Scholarship
Christopher Barkley
Presidential Scholarship
Michael Barnhart
Trustees Scholarship
Barbara Bell
Trustees Scholarship
Adam Bennett
Men’s Basketball Excellence Scholarship
Sara Blickhahn
Associated Industries Bright Promise Scholarship
Rural American Scholarship
Transfer Honors Scholarship
Ashton Boothroyd
Trustees Scholarship
Jasmine Burns
B & N Narrance Scholarship
High Demand Scholarship
Alexis Filliol
General University Scholarship
Cassandra Glamp
Academic Honors Scholarship
Tyler Goldman
Men’s Basketball Excellence Scholarship
Cristina Gomez
Presidential Scholarship
Danielle Good
U. S. Bank Scholarship
Lisa Greer
Rural American Scholarship
Colleen Harbick
Associated Industries Bright Promise Scholarship
R. Riley Johnson Scholarship
Jessica Hernandez
Otto Guardado Scholarship
Justin Hutcherson
Transfer Honors Scholarship
Ramil Kamal
Associated Industries Bright Promise Scholarship
Susanna Kang
Dennis Higgins Graduate Scholarship
General University Scholarship
Kaylee Keller
Academic Honors Scholarship
Raymond Kilpatrick
Clifton Larson Allen Connect Scholarship
Eunjun Kim
Steven Jones Scholarship
Amy Knox
Cheney Real Estate Management Scholarship
Nadezhda Korovina
Wells/Hadlock Family Scholarship
Larissa Lebl
High Demand Scholarship
Shelby Leckie
Presidential Scholarship
Shane Lunceford
Nate Narrance Scholarship
Justin Martin
Leona Hickman Scholarship
Caleb Mazzola
Trustees Scholarship
Paxton McKinney
Ted Folsom/Burger King Scholarship
Nico Mellick
High Demand Scholarship
Aaron Melton
Alumni Scholarship
Jacob Menne
Arelas & Kittiemae Dayton Scholarship
Allen Miller
Transfer Honors Scholarship
Andrew Miller
Academic Honors Scholarship
Michael O’Donnell
Rural American Scholarship
Trustees Scholarship
College of Business and Public Administration

Honors and Awards

Michael Okoro
Robert Schwartz Scholarship

Nicole Ortega
High Demand Scholarship

Sara Parks
Transfer Achievement Scholarship

Brent Powers
Presidential Scholarship

Alex Quinnett
Academic Honors Scholarship

Natalya Radko
Trustees Scholarship

Hannah Robb
High Demand Scholarship

Jessica Rogers
Women’s Studies Scholarship

Rachel Secor
Presidential Scholarship

James Shin
High Demand Scholarship

Nicholas Sweeney
Academic Honors Scholarship

Benjamin Taylor
General University Scholarship

Jordan Tonani
Red Reese Athletic Scholarship

Horacio Valdez
Presidential Scholarship

Deannah Watson
Frank Schadegg Scholarship

Kamill Yacinich
American Indian Achievement Scholarship
College of Business and Public Administration

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Business Administration

Sarah J. Burns, BA Eastern Washington University
Garrett Matthew Di Biase, BAB Eastern Washington University
Rendall B. Farley, BS United States Coast Guard Academy
Alexis D. Filliol, BAB Eastern Washington University
Taryn L. Fletcher, BAE Eastern Washington University
Patricia Elizabeth Gallagher, BAB Eastern Washington University
Justin Robert Neal Jaffe, BAB Eastern Washington University
Susanna C. Kang, BAB, Eastern Washington University

Sarah J. Burns, BA Eastern Washington University
Garrett Matthew Di Biase, BAB Eastern Washington University
Rendall B. Farley, BS United States Coast Guard Academy
Alexis D. Filliol, BAB Eastern Washington University
Taryn L. Fletcher, BAE Eastern Washington University
Patricia Elizabeth Gallagher, BAB Eastern Washington University
Justin Robert Neal Jaffe, BAB Eastern Washington University
Susanna C. Kang, BAB, Eastern Washington University

Master of Public Administration

Bethany Nicole Abbott, BS Eastern Washington University
Alexandra K. Allred, BA Gonzaga University
Atheer Abdullah Alsabi, BAE King Saud University
Ruslan Giyasim Babayev, BAE Eastern Washington University
Elizabeth Backstrom, BA Western Washington University
Adriana Mae Diaz, BA Western Washington University
Hassan A. Elhuur, BAB Eastern Washington University
Lindsay Farrer, BS Utah Valley University
Luis Enrique Flores, BA Eastern Washington University
Donna M. Light, BAB Eastern Washington University

Bethany Nicole Abbott, BS Eastern Washington University
Alexandra K. Allred, BA Gonzaga University
Atheer Abdullah Alsabi, BAE King Saud University
Ruslan Giyasim Babayev, BAE Eastern Washington University
Elizabeth Backstrom, BA Western Washington University
Adriana Mae Diaz, BA Western Washington University
Hassan A. Elhuur, BAB Eastern Washington University
Lindsay Farrer, BS Utah Valley University
Luis Enrique Flores, BA Eastern Washington University
Donna M. Light, BAB Eastern Washington University

Master of Science

Amara Elaine Fiegel, BA Eastern Washington University
Interdisciplinary Studies

Suzette L. Buckles, BA Eastern Washington University
Andrew J. Kienast, BA Central Washington University
Sean Hunter Kingston, BA University of Pittsburgh

Suzette L. Buckles, BA Eastern Washington University
Andrew J. Kienast, BA Central Washington University
Sean Hunter Kingston, BA University of Pittsburgh

Master of Urban and Regional Planning

Atheer Abdullah Alsabi, BAE King Saud University
Ruslan Giyasim Babayev, BAE Eastern Washington University
Elizabeth Backstrom, BA Western Washington University
Adriana Mae Diaz, BA Western Washington University
Hassan A. Elhuur, BAB Eastern Washington University
Lindsay Farrer, BS Utah Valley University
Luis Enrique Flores, BA Eastern Washington University
Donna M. Light, BAB Eastern Washington University

Atheer Abdullah Alsabi, BAE King Saud University
Ruslan Giyasim Babayev, BAE Eastern Washington University
Elizabeth Backstrom, BA Western Washington University
Adriana Mae Diaz, BA Western Washington University
Hassan A. Elhuur, BAB Eastern Washington University
Lindsay Farrer, BS Utah Valley University
Luis Enrique Flores, BA Eastern Washington University
Donna M. Light, BAB Eastern Washington University

Amy M. Thompson, BS Eastern Washington University
Deanah J. Watson, BA Seattle University
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Arts
Economics
Pabitra Adhikari
Isaiah Arn
Jade Autumn Briggs **
Chengge Chen
Lara Crow
Cory Daniel Erickson
Tanner James Luschei *
Chelsea Anne Pardini ***
Brook D. Payne
Jenia G. Rousseva ***
Adam Randall Stamper
David Matthew Welk

Urban and Regional Planning
Jessica Sophie Bartholomew
Michael A. Carpenter
Jeremy Charley **
David Chesnakov
Ryan Edward Conley *
Amie P. DeWolf
Daniel Nelson Hill **
Eric Warren Jones
Krieg Patrick McEuin
Cesar Casey Stoddard
Kathleen M. Watson *
Barbara Ann Williams
Tara Rae Zeigler **

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
Economics
Travis Allen
Drew Daniel Berger

Taylor M. Dvorak
Jordan Engebretson
Alyssa M. Farrell **
Weston Tyler Fink
Kevin Thomas Flynn
Seven Fojitik
Karis T. Gamache
James Edward Garmon
Shauna Marie Genova *
Danielle Rhoda Good **
Daniel Joseph Goodman ***
Allison Gustafson
Lynda Lou Hankel
Erika Jean Hanson
Jessika R. Hardgrove
Nickson Hatungimana
Markus J. Heintz
Cooper Andrew Helm
Rachel A. Hendrickson **
Kaleb Alan Hoffer
Tyler Holm
Josh G. Hopkins *
Jane’ Maree-Ayers Hunley
Sandra M. Jeffries
Phillip A. Johnson
Ramil Azeri Kamal
Ashley N. King
Laura Catherine Landry
Joshua D. Lang
Mark Viktorovich Lavrinenko
Clifford Daniel Lehman
Casey Clifford Lockey *
Josh J. Loera
Jinna Luo
Tiffany Luttrell
Rebecca Ann Madrishin
Morena Mannucci **
Mitch Nelson McHugh **
Lucas Connor Menne
Andrew Scott Miller **
Jacob D. Miller
Jeremy Michael Miller
Spencer J. Millsap
Kelly C. Moya
Duc Hong Nguyen
Diana Ortiz-Garcia
Niklas Daniel Oscarson *
Stanka Panic *
Nicole S. Pedraza
Diana Phouthachack
Luu Elizabeth Pitkonen
Jordan Taylor Pope
Marquis I. Powe
Wyatt L. Price *
Renee Leanne Prichard
Erick Christopher Raynes *
Ariana Renner
Joshua Thomas Richardson **
Jesse Rizzuto
Leah M. Robinson *
Colton W. Roy
Anna M. Rugar
Mario R. Ruiz
Xiaoting Shen ***
Violetta N. Shevchenko
William Aleksandr Shiva
Chandler D. Shuff
Bo M. Smith
Felicia S. Smith
Jarett Snyder
Siyao Song **
Cameron L. Stephens
Leon V. Strawn **
Sydney Kristine Street
Christopher J. Tanner
Kimberly L. Tolley

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Suzanne Lynn Ward ***
Rebecca M. Waritz
Shane J. Warren
Brittney A. Wold
Xiaofei Zang
Hongnai Zhang
Wenbi Zhu

Management
Serena Aiwohi
Sultan Khalid A. Al Audah
Jameila Al Shabaley **
Abdulrahman Hamad Aldossary
Fahad Mohammed S. Alharbi
Naif Khalid A. Aloudah
Christopher J. Altmaier
Orlin Jasper Anderson
Kendra A. Ansotigue
Alison Danielle Avery **
Hani Baaleis
Lupe Barajas
Emily Barber
Kimberly M. Barton
Travis J. Bauer
Barbara Joan Bell **
Brittany Renee Benzel
Ashley Elizabeth Bezdicek
Saleh Khalid Binsaeed
Lauren Shea Blackburn
Ashton Skyler Boothroyd **
Michael J. Bradford **
Brianne Marie Brewer *
Michael Brooks
Brent C. Brown
Eric John Brown
Megan L. Brown
Daniel Edwin Brunner
Katie L. Bryant
Ashley Burkett
Marilyn Irma Castro
Ricardo Chavez
Cory S. Christen
Kailee C. Colson
Drew Kevin Cowbrough
Bryce James Crooks
David M. Curry
Terrance J. Dahl
Michael M. Daugherty
Kelli Ann Davin
Dylan W. Denison
Allysa Marie Deshon
Brady Lee Dodson
Jessica Nicole Doty
Kyle Mark Duff
Aliaksandr Dzmitryieu
Shannon H. Eaglin
Katherine E. Emery
Enkhjin Enkhtur
Christopher Richard Ennis
Briona Eppinger
Kyle S. Erb
Kelsey L. Erickson
Kayla M. Eslick *
Alyssa M. Farrell **
Alexander J. Fickes *
Rebekah A. Frank **
Marissa Renee Fresn
Gretchen Funston
Collin Richard Green
Haley Mae Green
Kramer Joseph Green
Vishal Kumar Gulati
Junling Guo **
Sai Guo
Allison Gustafson
Stephanie Jo Gutstromson
Hunter Hahn
Colleen Harbick *
Tohru Harigaya
Cameron Jay Hashagen
Adnan Hatkic
Markus J. Heintz
Maechen Heitzman
Elizabeth Marie Herrmann
Jessica D. Hernandez
Kyle Robert Hoch
Jodi Leeann Hoering
Christopher David Houser
Kyle A. Hubly
Justin A. Hutcherson
Daniel Ivanov
Da'Mony Jackson-Anderson
Amanda M. Jakubik
Daniel P. Jedlicka
Kurtis D. Jelinek
Erik M. Jennings
Coralene Jewett
Amanda Marie Johnston
Milka Alejandra Joya
Kyle D. Kallestad
Ashley Elizabeth Kavanaugh
Kaylee Joanne Keller
Kaylie Beth Kellison
Timofey Sergeevich Khval **
Ashley N. King
Rebecca Brooks Kissack
Logan D. Kleingartner *
Kyle D. Koetje
Amanda C. Kolhoff
Edward Robb Koschalk
Elizaveta Kovalenko
Anita Nicole Kraft
Ryan Krogh **
Jason C. Kurth
Kalenn Lakoduk
Taylor Jordan Lancaster
Ana D. Landeza
Braydon Neil Larson
Nicki C. Lawless
Shelby S. Leckie *
Tahlia Y. Ledezma
Alex Likes
Todd Kyle Little
Casey Clifford Lockey *
Katelynn M. Loessin
Kayla C. Lohman
Yoshira Luna
Taylor M. Lynott
Neil Patrick Magayanes
Zachary R. Malone
Eduardo Martinez Mestre
Caleb Mazzola ***
Ryan A. McCulloch
Dominique Renee McGuire
Mitch Nelson McHugh **
Miranda K. Mielke ***
Andrew Scott Miller **
Spring Montgomery
Lauren Nicole Morrow
Franco E. Munoz
Kenton-Kaiea Nakashima
Forrest Nelson
Justin Stanley Nelson
Trang Minh Nguyen
Linh Nguyet Bao Ninh *
Kelsy Amber Nolan
Kayla Obermuesefmann *
Michael Chima Okoro
Christopher Ortega
Courtney L. Oscarson
Jordan Earl Palmer
Aaron L. Paul

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of Business and Public Administration

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Phuong Nguyen Bich Pham
Sean M. Phenneger
Linh Thi Thuy Phung
Leighann Poole *
Colleen Cecilia Potts
Brent Steven Powers **
Julia A. Prigan
Sebastian L. Puravet
Melissa Michelle Pyeatt
Yunying Qi
Melissa M. Quinton
Cody A. Raastad
Jonathan Shain Rapose
James R. Riley
Tyler Kyle Rochon
Jordan L. Rogers **
Lakyn D. Rogers
Maxwell David Sagdahl
Sarina Janelle San Nicolas *
Erika N. Santarossa
Lance James Schroder
Tyler A. Schwab
Jacob Andrew Scott
Spencer Shanholder
Kyle Michael Shannon
Amanda J. Sheppard
Benjamin V. Smith
David Nathaniel Smith *
Felicia S. Smith
John Philip Smith **
Daisy Elizabeth Stickel
Justin Jonathan Straus *
Devan S. Thompson
Quy That Ton **
Jordan F. Tonani **
My Tuyet Tran
Ton Van Tran
Jaclyn B. Treat *
Nhi Tn Truong
Larissa Dai Un Tufnell **
Kyle J. Veenstra
Trang Pham Linh Vo
Kayla M. Volquardsen
Karissa Ann-Marie Weber
Heather A. Whitham
Bryce Sae-Hwan Wi
Austin J. Wilborn
Doran Williams
Kristin Yumi Wong
Nicholas A. Wood
Dylan Scott Zylastra
Mclane J. Mahon
James Jay McKee
Jose Luis Mendez
Justin Stanley Nelson
Harrison Michael Norwood
Diana Phouthachack
Hannah K. Robb **
Leah M. Robinson *
Leah Rochelle Rohla
Brandon Schlager
James Ha Shin
Allyssa Jean Souza
Andre Marc Thibeaux
Aaron Thompson
Tyler N. Thoreson
Horacio Valdez *
Sabrina Jean Walker **
Karl J. Watson-Hardiman
Management Information Systems
Federico F. Aguilar
Abdulaziz Sultan Alenizey *
Abdullah Abdulaziz Alqasem *
Khaled Nasser Alshoshan
Christopher J. Altmaier
Blake Fitzgerald Bailey *
Lisa Alice Barrett
Brandt William Blankinship
Nicholas Anthony Brister
Emmett Kelly Brooks
Fernando Castillo Carmona
Josie M. Daniels
Alejandro Duran
Kim R. Finafrock
Lance A. Ganoung
Jaspal Gill
Jorgen Sean Grothe
Vivian A. Hakes
Coralene Jewett
Edward Olegovich Kvasov
Katelynn M. Loesin
Neil Patrick Magayanes
Marketing
Rawan Tariq F. Alhassan *
Salah Hamad Almusharraf
Jeffrey David Arnold
Christopher W. Barkley *
Drew Daniel Berger
Ashton Skyyer Boothroyd **
Yuriy Nikolayevich Borisyuk *
Elish Louisa Griffith Brandt
Jeffrey Jacob Brod *
Courtney M. Brown
Jacob Tanner Buchholz
Ashley Burkett
Jase Landon Butorac
Alexandrea Carman **
Thomas Donald Chandler
Heidi Michelle Clarke
Jenni K. Crabtree
Stephanie Charlotte Cross
Scott Patrick Curtis
Christina N. Custer
Richard Alan Davis
Ryley Jenea DeChenne
Christopher Richard Ennis
Rebecca A. Finney
Nicolette E. Flores
Jeremy P. Frachiseur
Shauna Marie Genova *
Savannah R. Glamp **
Danielle Rhoda Good **
Brandon Charles Heintz
Jessica D. Hernandez
Micaela Eileen Hovater
Danielle Marie Humphreys
Riley Scott Irvine
Cerina Rae Johnson
Whitney Louise Johnson
Mason Thomas Kornelis
Elizaveta Kovalenko
Keelyn Marie Kratofil *
Dannielle D. LaBar
Ana D. Landeza
Shelby S. Leckie *
Clifford Daniel Lehman
Austin J. Marvel
Dylan Curtis McGuire
Paxton Nicole McKinney
Stephanie Nicole Meade
Kelly C. Moya
Christopher Omnell-Lulay
Melanie T. Perez
Leah M. Peterson
Johnson P. Phan
Marquis I. Powe
Jessica Anne Pugsley
Alex C. Quinnett ***
Judith Ramos

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
College of Business and Public Administration

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Erick Christopher Raynes *
Taylor M. Richardson
Stevie Sue Riley
Jessica Rogers
Lakyn D. Rogers
Kayleigh Marie Ryan
Cara Schiel
Lexie Marie Schultz **
Karly Diane Searl
Haley M. Stading **
Nicholas R. Sweeney **
Julia Esther Trusler
Cash Mathew Ulrich *
Renee M. Valenter **
Dylan John Wells
Robert Sterling Wilson
Brittney A. Wold
Lauren Dwayne Wright *
Shawna L. Young ***

Professional Accounting
Federico F. Aguilar
Tara Ann Alfano
Alyssa Bailey
Liudmila Bakhtina
Michael E. Barnhart **
Joseph De Behler
Sara B. Blickhahn *
Austin T. Breneman
Tom Burke **
Michael Dale Carver
Wanrong Chen **
Yvonne M. Clark *
Alicia Faye Clause-Geston
Josie M. Daniels
Andrew Duffey
Natayla V. Dyachenko
Scott P. Eberle
Austin A. Edison
Cory McKane Faulkner
Leah Mae Fidler
Weston Tyler Fink
Jaspal Gill
Colby R. Gray
Lynda Lou Hankel
Colleen Harbick *
Kaylin R. Harris
Rachel A. Hendrickson **
Daniel Richard Hensley
Karrie Susanne Hess
Raymond D. Kilpatrick *
Eunjun Kim
Nicole M. Leal
Sagynsh Little
Yoshira Luna
Matthew Maniscalco
Joshua S. Mason
Dominique Renee McGuire
Allen G. Miller **
Jared Daniel Millican
Lindsey A. Myron
David H. Nguyen *
Jessica D. Nichols *
Mobi Njoku
Lisa M. Norris
Sarah Elizabeth Nowak *
Cadria I. Pavlenco
Heather Marie Pedersen
Juan Alfredo Pedraza
Wyatt L. Price *
Renee Leanne Prichard
Natalya Pavlova Radko
Kendra Paige Rowland
Colton W. Roy
Mario R. Ruiz
Tara Dawn Ryan
Julie Annette Saldana
Lexie Marie Schultz **
Kathryn Marie Scott
Rachel A. Secor **
Violetta N. Shevchenko
Matthew Shindler
Ilya Shiva *
Chandler D. Shuff
Tiffany Dawn Stretch *
Horacio Valdez *
Yuqi Wang **
Timothy J. Werley *
Zach Peyton Widmer
Jillian Mackenzie Wyatt
Oksana V. Zhukov

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Business & Marketing Education
Katherine E. Emery
Lisa Marie Greer **
Cole Milton Steinbach-Kane

Bachelor of Science Economics
Brittany N. Anderson
Libby F. Arneson-Walk
Richard Alexander Betts
Justin O. Briggs
Taylor Nicole Burress
Nicholas Gage Cherrington
Ilya Dimov
Thomas Keith Humphries *
Joshua M. Jainga
Raymond D. Kilpatrick *
Thomas Lyman Konek

***Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
College of Health Science and Public Health
College of Health Science and Public Health

Dean and Associate Deans

Interim Dean
Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss

Department Chairs and Program Directors

Dr. Lesli Cleveland
Chair, Department of Communication Disorders

Ms. Rebecca Stolberg
Chair, Department of Dental Hygiene

Dr. Mary Ann Keogh Hoss
Director, Health Services Administration Program

Dr. Gregory Wintz
Chair, Department of Occupational Therapy

Dr. Meryl Gersh
Chair, Department of Physical Therapy

Dr. Frank Houghton
Director, Public Health Program
College of Health Science and Public Health

Honors and Awards

Communication Disorders
Jennifer M. Smasne
Frances B. Huston Award
Outstanding Undergraduate Student

Jennifer Bohs
The Stephanie DiFrancesco Outstanding Graduate Student

Jessica Iwaniuk
Outstanding Graduate Clinician

Dental Hygiene
Katherine A. Martinez
Hu-Friedy Golden Scaler Award

Kayla L. Rivers
Colgate Star Award

Salysia Lopez
Western Society of Periodontology Award

Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honorary Society

Kaylene A. Elam
Most Inspirational Outstanding Restorative Clinician

Washington State Dental Hygienists’ Association, Future Leaders Award

Morgan A. Clark
Public Health Dentistry Award

Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honorary Society

Amelia M. Longbons
Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honorary Society

Cheyanne E. Wileman
Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honorary Society

Courtney Potter
Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honorary Society

Health Services Administration
Misty Murphy
McGaw Scholarship Award
Outstanding Professional Student

Kayla N. Sutter
Scholarship Award

Ashenafi G. Abebe
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Nicoie R. Arnold
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Ashley Batchelder
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Cory M. Brandt
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Jami L. Cassel
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Olivia C. Dixon
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

James G. Heffley
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Ashley L. Herrin
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Nathanael M. Hippauf
Upsilon Phi Delta Honor Society Inductee

Occupational Therapy
Greg McMichael
Outstanding Student, Class of 2014

Kaela Dewan
Outstanding Student, Class of 2015

Elizabeth Follis
Centennial Vision Award, Class of 2014

Kaylynn Garrison
Centennial Vision Award, Class of 2015

Physical Therapy
Jayme Gilmore
Scholarship Award

Caleb Dotson
Leadership Award

Sean Campbell
Merit Award

Neil Morris
Research Award

Brianna DeWitt
Landon Sorenson Service Award

Public Health
Jeri Rathbun
MPH Primus Inter Pares Award
College of Health Science and Public Health

Doctoral Degree Candidates

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Kate M. Adkins, BS Northern Arizona University
Lauren C. Avischious, BS Whitworth University
Travis C. Birrell, BS Pacific University
Jesse Ethan Brouwer, BS Whitworth University
Sean Patrick Campbell, BS Boise State University
Louis Cerenzia, BS Washington State University
Cain J. Cole, BS University of Wyoming
Brianna Rose DeWitt, BS University of Montana
Caleb Matlock Dotson, BA Washington State University
Brandi Ellen Eloff, BA University of Great Falls
Aaron Joel Florea, BS Central Washington University
Chanel Joy Fuchigami, BS Azusa Pacific University
Justin Takeo Fukunaga, BS University of Hawaii - Manoa
Jayme LeAnne Gilmore, BS Seattle Pacific University
Tiffany Gregg, MS Oregon State University
Chelsea Marie Harper, BA Carroll College - Montana
Nyssa Hovda, BS Western Washington University
Danielle Marie Kuhn, BS Eastern Washington University
Sarah W. McConnell-Perkins, BA Whitman College
Neil David Morris, BSE University of Idaho
Greggory D. Mortensen, BS Brigham Young University - Utah
Kirstie Elin Munson, BA Central Washington University
Stephen Richard Niewiarowski, BS University of California - Davis
Samantha Rose Parr, BS Whitworth University
Jamie Jeanne Redman, BA Yale University
Frances Robbins Reid, BA Carleton College
Lindsay Michelle Robb, BA Montana State University - Billings
Zackery Austin Robinson, BS Minot State University
Erika Jo Schiermeister, BS Eastern Washington University
Orion Lee Shannon, BS Evergreen State College
Amy Elizabeth Slabaugh, BA Prescott College
Laryssa Nicole Smith, BS Saint Martin's University
Jacob R. Stratton, BS Brigham Young University - Idaho
Suzanne J. Strickler, BS Seattle Pacific University
Kelsey Taylor, BGS University of Idaho
Katie Renee Tietsort, BS University of Washington
Benjamin Steven Tucker, BS Eastern Washington University

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Occupational Therapy

Meilani Lea Atacador, BA Eastern Washington University
Miranda Lynne Benningfield, BA Eastern Washington University
Robin Leull Bidwell, BS Weber State University
Alyssa Marie Blehm, BS Washington State University
Shannon Allison Brawley, BA Western Washington University
Lyndsay L. Brewer, BA Whitman College
Tyler Ann Burton, BS University of Wyoming
Jeana R. Campbell, BA Eastern Washington University
Melissa Mayumi Ching, BS University of Hawaii - Manoa
Karli Marlayne Devoe, BA Evergreen State College
Kaela Bryann Dewan, BA Eastern Washington University
Kaylynn Michelle Garrison, BA Eastern Washington University
Henry Hee Giang, BA University of Washington
Bryce Kent Hobson, BA Eastern Washington University
Josephine Patricia Jarvis, BS Evergreen State College
Allison Camille Johnson, BA Eastern Washington University
Sarah Katherine Jucker, BA Central Washington University
Christina Marie Lambert, BA University of San Diego
Rebecca Suzanne Lauritzen, BA San Francisco State University
Leana L. McCann, BAB Central Washington University
Teresa Michaela McGinnis, BA Eastern Washington University
Kari Alita Miller, BS Eastern Oregon University
Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Occupational Therapy

Navid Nadernejad, BA Eastern Washington University
Diosdadiz Olmo, BA Eastern Washington University
Robin A. Patrick, BS Rocky Mountain College
Chelsea Mae Peterson, BA Whitworth University
Miles David Pfaff, BAB Washington State University
Daniel David Reid, BA Gonzaga University
Shannon C. Rohr, BA Washington State University
Joseph Jerry Spring, BA Western Washington University
Shannon Leigh Swanson, BS Eastern Washington University
Amanda Rai Turner, BS Eastern Washington University
Laurie Wylie, BA Eastern Washington University

Master of Public Health

Quinton S. Baker, BA Eastern Washington University
Zachary Robert Bond, BS Eastern Washington University
Brian M. Mwesigwa, BS Eastern Washington University
Jeri L. Rathbun, BA Eastern Washington University
Kathryn Joyce Wood, BS Eastern Washington University

Master of Science

Francesca V. Blasen, BS University of Washington
Communication Disorders
Jennifer Lynn Bohs, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Lauren Nicole Burrows, BA Washington State University
Communication Disorders
Lucia Lee Craver, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Courtney Alexandra DeMent, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Heidi C.L. Desmarais, BA University of Washington
Dental Hygiene
Elsa A. Eierdam, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Lindsey Fischer, BS Portland State University
Communication Disorders
Jessica Iwaniuk, BS University of Arizona
Communication Disorders
Mallori A. Jurgenson, BAB University of Minnesota – Duluth
Communication Disorders
Katelyn Larson, BS Biola University
Communication Disorders
Hailey Marae Malm, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Jared D. O’Connor, BS Montana State University
Interdisciplinary Studies
Robin Renee Roderick, BS Eastern Washington University
Dental Hygiene
Misty G. Rowley, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Terri Lynn Runquist, BA Washington State University
Communication Disorders
John August Troy Solomon, MDI Andrews University
Communication Disorders
Hannah E. Sorensen, BS Portland State University
Communication Disorders
Lorie Ann Speer, BS Eastern Washington University
Dental Hygiene
Michele D. Talarico, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Disorders
Paul S. Williamson, BA Western Washington University
Communication Disorders
Allison Jeanette Wilson Wooldridge, BA Central Washington University
Communication Disorders
Emma Wynder, BA Washington State University
Communication Disorders
College of Health Science and Public Health

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

**Bachelor of Arts**  
**Communication Disorders**
- Karissa Avery
- Michelle Alicyn Bristow **
- Maura Ann Buzby
- Kristiane Nunes Cruz *
- Monica A. Daly *
- Rachelle Robin Dowrey
- Ashley Marie Gjerswold
- Mashala Marie Guilbault *
- Emily Hauser-Ledbetter
- Christina Hoerner ***
- Darren L. Kentner
- Britney K. Lougheed **
- Rachel Stephanie Malin **
- Ashley E. Mastronardi
- Jessica Ruth McLerran
- Anna Metropoulos **
- Angela Milatz
- Alexandra Maria Nyman *
- Krista Lynne Petersen *
- Carli Jervais Ridenour **
- Kristy Lee Sheppard
- Jennifer Marie Smasne ***
- Casey Beth Stoddard
- Ashley N. Wittig
- Mikayla Dawn Wolff *

**Health Services Administration**
- Ashenafi Getachew Abebe
- Meshari Saleem A. Alsaleem
- Nicole Ray Arnold
- Cory M. Brandt ***
- Lindsey Ann Campbell
- Jami Lyn Cassel
- Brittney Mae Chapman
- Hannah M. Cylkowski
- Olivia C. Dixon
- Caitlyn Freeman
- Mina Ghulam Sarwar
- James G. Heffley
- Nathanael M. Hippauf *
- Hayley R. Hodgins **
- Tracy Raedean Kieffer
- Elisabeth A. Larson *
- Anne Marie Longhofer
- Mallorie Traca McDowell *
- Jennifer M. Miles
- Thao Thu Thi Nguyen
- Marcy K. Nowak
- Manjeet Pabla
- Cathy Joe Pla ***
- Stacey Marie Robinson
- Amanda Jacqueline Rosales
- Jayden R. Smith *
- Shanalee E. Steele
- Kayla N. Sutter **
- Brady M. White
- Ashley N. Wiggs
- Tanaysha Wolfe

**Dental Hygiene**
- Sarah Elizabeth Alexander **
- Alyson Ruth Barnes
- Laura Michelle Bergevin
- Megan Ruth Bifano *
- Karen Bjorgo
- Phaedra A. Branom *
- Stacia Janine Bruner
- Brittney Canady
- Diane Rachelle Carlson
- Taelor Jordan Carter
- Morgan Allyson Clark *
- Kristina M. Deakins **
- Kayla M. Dickson
- Lindsay A. Doerschuk
- Kaylene Ann Elam
- Ashlee D. Eymen
- Abigail Jenny Fall *
- Kayla J. Gardner
- Jamie J. Hall **
- Rachel J. Harmon
- Splausa Masami Horne
- Jaelyn Kay Johnson
- Amber Jeanne Juliano
- Ka Yan Ko
- Mallarie Litwiller
- Amelia M. Longbons
- Salysia Lopez
- Vanessa Manolopoulos
- Katherine Martinez
- Janis McClelland
- Mackenzie L. McEvoy **
- Makenzie E. McLeod
- Kayla M. Mount
- Yoori Nah
- Kenzie Alexandria Nitz
- Stephanie Lynn Parker *
- Kelly E. Peressini *
- Laura M. Perez
- Courtney Potter
- Mary Ann Regan-Peterson
- Ana C. Rivera
- Kayla Lee Rivers
- Elizabeth Mariaca Rodriguez
- Kathleen Ann Schwarzer
- Amanda L. Smith
- Kelsey M. Smith
- Tiffany Jo Starring
- Betsy Stoinoff-Leyva
- Stacey Victoria Underwood
- Brooke Marie Watkinson **
- Cheyanne E. Wileman
- Roweena M. Yamat
- Rebecca Dawn Yearout *
- Sara Zandi

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of
Social &
Behavioral
Sciences and
Social Work
Dean and Associate Deans

Dean
Dr. Vickie Rutledge Shields

Associate Deans
Dr. Jonathan W. Anderson
Dr. Pui-Yan Lam

Department Chairs and Program Directors

Dr. Scott Finnie
*Director, Africana Education Program*

Dr. Deirdre Almeida
*Director, American Indian Studies*

Dr. Elisa Facio
*Director, Chicano Education Program*

Dr. Gary Krug
*Chair, Department of Communication Studies*

Dr. Galina Sinekopova
*Director, Masters of Science, Communication*

Dr. Robert Sauders
*Chair, Department of Geography and Anthropology*

Dr. Stacy Warren
*Director, Geography Program*

Dr. Kevin Pirch
*Chair, Department of Government and International Affairs*

Dr. Kristin Edquist
*Director, International Affairs Program*

Dr. Liping Zhu
*Chair, Department of History*

Dr. Michael Conlin
*Director, Graduate Program History*

Professor Kathleen Huttenmaier
*Director, Social Studies Education Program*

Dr. Martha Raske
*Chair/Director, School of Social Work*

Dr. Blake Beecher
*Director, Graduate Program, School of Social Work*

Dr. Ed Byrnes
*Director, Undergraduate Program, School of Social Work*

Mr. John Neace
*Director, Interdisciplinary Studies Program*

Lt. Col. Jason Pape
*Chair, Department of Military Science*

Dr. Nick Jackson
*Chair, Department of Psychology*

Mr. Dennis Anderson
*Director, Masters of Science, Clinical and Experimental Psychology*

Dr. Keely Hope
*Director, Masters of Science, Counselor Education*

Dr. Susan Ruby
*Director, Education Specialist, School Psychology*

Dr. Sean Taudin-Chabot
*Chair, Department of Sociology and Justice Studies*

Dr. Deanna Trella
*Director, Children’s Studies Program*

Dr. Sally A. Winkle
*Director, Women’s and Gender Studies Program*
College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Honors and Awards

Chertok Dean’s Honor Student Awards

Anthropology
Christen Phaneuf

Children’s Studies
Ashley Lockmer

Communication Studies
Amanda Strong

Criminal Justice
Millini Goodman

Geography
Jocelyn Brown

Government
Sarah Yates

History
Daniel Christensen

Interdisciplinary Studies
Patricia Wachtel

International Affairs
Jackson Marchant

Psychology
Camille Frank
Lindsay Kirby
Elisa Pope

Race and Culture Studies
Jesus Cardenas

Social Studies Education
Samuel Colsten

Social Work
Jodie Hale
Lorisa Pauli

Sociology
Charles Byers

Women’s and Gender Studies
Ashley Rowe

Outstanding Senior Awards

Africana Education
Minnie Wittenbach Trust Scholarship
Samuel Rogers

American Indian Studies
Muckleshoot Scholarship
Corina Dick-Nomee
Sarah Engan
Caroline Guinn
Samantha Peltier
Leeandria Witcraft

Anthropology
Devon Asmus
Aaron Bocook
Heather Boswell
Anna Greiner-Selton
Tatiana Hernandez-Friesz
Oceana Jenkins
Janie Knutson
Cassandra Koch
Miguel Lopez
Christen Phaneuf
Taylor Philips
Hannah Pottage

Lambda Alpha Anthropology Honors Society
Aaron Bocook
Heather Boswell
Chandera Desautel
Holly Frasier
Tatiana Hernandez-Friesz
Brittany Johnson
Janie Knutson
Christen Phaneuf
Lindsey Porter
Nicolette Reams
Matthew Shelley
Shawn Watson

Children’s Studies
Casandra Bateman
Breaunah Jacobs
Ashley Lockmer
Minnette Mason
Hannah Meyer
Laura Piccini
Polly Stranack
Erin Thomsen
Marlene Vasquez

Communication Studies
Michaela Barich
Shelbea Bean
Lucas Boswell
Katie Emery
Kaley Fields
Kelsey Green
Sydney Haney
Monica Jaenicke
Jenny Khuong
Peter Kim
James Koch
Ella Kuuksvere
Nicholas Lawrence
Crystalena Lightel
Kara Magee
Meghan McCudden
Nicole Mcleod

Samuel Colsten

Jamie Milligan
Anna Miraglia
Aunja Norland
Joshua Roberts
Danielle Romero
Dominic Simonelli
Connor Smith
Naomi Stauffer
Amanda Strong
Phillip Tennison
Atsuka Wakasugi
Corbin Whitaker
Christina Williams
Megan Williams

Geography
Jocelyn Brown
Michael Cambareri
Daniel Christofano
James Duncan
Erin Finneran
Kelsi Gall
Donald Hutchinson
Edward Mercer
Michael Aaron Snyder

Government
Reina Almon
Colton Arias
Victoria Benson
Samantha Berry
Erick Erickson
Daniel Glessner
Gregory Gormley
Emily Hazen
Kelsey Lavelle
Ezekiel Loseke
Kara Magee
Bailee Nebeke
Rebekah Paulkis
Ashley Rowe
Elisabeth Small
Michael Soleim
Austin Sommer
Michelle Stout
Honors and Awards

Darlene Suesue  Vladimir Titkov  Sydney Walter  Sarah Yates

History
Jacob Adams  Katherine Boehnke  William Breckenridge  Thomas Brysse  Susannah Brooke  Logan Camporeale  Daniel Christensen  Anna Greiner-Shelton  Grant Harper  Clinton Hodgson  Tyler Jolly  Kelsey Lavelle  Michael Longwill  Karly Muller  Hailey Ziegler

Phi Alpha Theta Honors
Logan Camporeale  Alexandra Honican  Kelsey Lavelle

Interdisciplinary Studies

International Affairs
Jackson Marchant  Chad Rattray (posthumos)  Jacob Williams

Military Science
American Legion Award - Military Excellence  Alexandra Smith
American Legion Award – Scholastic Excellence  Spencer Fox
Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Award  Shelbi Blad
George C. Marshall ROTC Award  Anthony Imperial
Reserve Officers’ Association (ROA) Award  Anthony Fleck
Superior Cadet Decoration Award  Anthony Imperial
Distinguished Military Graduates  Aubry Blad  Katie Emery  Anthony Imperial
RADM (Ret.) George W. Lotzenhiser Leadership Award  Anthony Imperial

Psychology
Honors and Awards

Mina Vassey
Melissa Waelter
Ashley Wright
Andrea Zimmerman

Applied Developmental Psychology
Mustafa Abdirahman
Nicole Breesnee
Kenzie Bush
Kylie Chapman
Lee Chittester
Susan Dordal
Tyler Dotson
Aubrey Eliason
Camille Frank
Allison Groves
Tawnie Hatcher
Brittney Imade
Alison Jaderquist
Jordyn Kern
Lindsay Kirby
Wyatt Kittilstved
Keneesha Lloyd
Amy Longsworth
Chelsea May
Beverly Pray
Stephanie Rae
Daniel Replogle
Tyler Richter
Wayne Root
Zachary Szabrowicz
Savannah Tarr
Heidi Teason
Mina Vassey

Race and Culture Studies
Cola Boyer
Natika Boyer
Jesus Cardenas
Tevin McDonald

Social Studies Education
Joshua Gallegos
Kevin Hunter
Jamie Mahoney
Ashley Mortenson
Keith Shelton
Braydon Smith
Marisa Tramp

Social Work
Susan Alvarado
Ariana Anderson
Natalie Berg
Kara Brackenbusch
Ana Bueno-Salazar
Timothy Carlson
Reanne Charuhas
Deverist Daugherty
Leslie Davies
Benjamin Deccio
Dawn Dietz
Lisa Elsasser
Rosamaria Frutos Lopez
Jose Garcia
Brianna Gentry
Andreina Gomez
Ronald Graham
Kayla Guay
Jodie Hale
Rosa Hernandez
Alyssa Holmes
Victoria Huckabee
Vanessa Infante
Maria Layne
Alejandro Limon
Erin Loseth
Cristina Maggio
Darlene Maria
Daniel Martinez
Ruth Medina Velderrain
Meggie Mendoza
Carrie Oliver
Virginia Parker
Lori Pauli
Alyssa Pearce
Joshua Rochon
Margarita Rodriguez-Figueroa
James Scott
Debbie Shelton
Linda Strande
Caitlin Steckler
Danielle Tabish
Katie Thomas
Tina Thompson
Deyanira Valdez
Megan Williams
Ikuko Wilton
Amanda Young
Joana Zarate
Teresa Zarate-Castellanos

Ruth Gossett Memorial Scholarship
Luis Pedroza
Ashley Rohde

Lucille Christ Aging Studies Fellowship
Virginia Parker

Sociology
Yelena Kalina
Kristine Friesen
Ciera Langley
Monica Martinez
Aubreyanna Tyler
Moses Ssemakula
Kylie Knutson
Erik Sherman

Criminal Justice
Mikayla Blood
Anthony Califano
Keli Cresta
Spencer Fox
Anthony Imperial
Joseph Jordan
Melissa Powers
Brenda Ramos

J.M. Moynihan Award
Joseph Jordan

Women’s & Gender Studies
Janell Jordan
Nicole Judge
Nikki Lee
Erika Miller
Bailey Nebeker
Ashley Rowe
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Honors and Awards

Educational Specialist Candidates

Educational Specialist – School Psychology

Jennifer Jehnae Fisher, BS Eastern Washington University
Christina Lynn Lenox Garber, BA Trinity Lutheran College
Jennifer Renee Heinecke, BA Eastern Washington University
Sandra Joanne Henry, BA Eastern Washington University
Eva Silva Mayberry, BA Eastern Washington University

Alyssa M. Montgomery, BA Eastern Washington University
Laura Michele Ploudre, MEd University of Washington
Amanda Ilene Rexford, BA Eastern Washington University
Kim Marie Sain, BS Eastern Washington University

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Science

Nathan Charles Ainley, BA Eastern Washington University
Counselor Education
Sihmy Mohammed S. Algamedi, BS
King Abdulaziz University Communication Studies
Alaa A. Alghamdi, BA Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University Communication Studies
Rayan Asim A. Alolayan, BS King Abdulaziz University Communication Studies
Azzam Abdullah Alomran, BS King Saud University Communication Studies
Mohammed Z. Altamimi, BS King Saud University Communication Studies
Chante Christine Alvarado, BA
Eastern Washington University Psychology
Casey Marie Baune, BA University of Puget Sound History
Nathanial L. Bryant, BAB Western Michigan University Communication Studies
Heather Ann Chandler, BA Eastern Washington University Communication Studies
Garland B. Clark, BS Northern Arizona University Applied Psychology
Trisha Barstow Claussen, BSE Kent State University Counselor Education
Kimberlee L. Davis, BAB Eastern Washington University Communication Studies

Stefanie A.S. Davis, BAB Eastern Washington University Counselor Education
Lillian V. Do-Tran, BA Eastern Washington University Communication Studies
Tina Melissa George, BA Eastern Washington University History
Desalyn Swank Graybeal, BA Eastern Washington University Communication Studies
Jay D. Gunter, BA Whitworth University Communication Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Hansen, BA Washington State University Counselor Education
Anna E. Harbine, BA Whitworth University History
Joshua Michael Henderson, BA Eastern Washington University Applied Psychology
Ty J. Hume, BA Eastern Washington University Psychology
Debra Elise Hutchison, BS Pennsylvania State University Psychology
Kelsie Paulette Jackson, BA Gonzaga University Counselor Education
Tiffany J. Krogstad, BA Eastern Washington University Communication Studies
Ryan J. Larsen, BA Central Washington University Communication Studies
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AND SOCIAL WORK

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Science

Kristina Li, BA Eastern Washington University
Counselor Education
Julee R. Maltzberger, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Studies
Savannah Suzanne Maxwell, BS Washington State University
Counselor Education
Michael McKeen McElvain, BAL Whitworth University
Applied Psychology
Duncan William McCurrough, BS University of Victoria
Psychology
Leah Michele Parker, BA Eastern Washington University
Psychology
Lindsey Marie Porter, BA Eastern Washington University
Interdisciplinary Studies
Kristoffer L. Rehder, BA Carroll College - Montana
Psychology
Tyson L. Rice, BA Eastern Washington University
Psychology
Abby Lynette Rohner, BA Eastern Washington University
Psychology
Laura Marie Schrotenboer, BA Dordt College
Psychology
Hannah Rebecca Seagrave, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Studies
Momo Terada, BA Gakushuin Women's College
Communication Studies
Lauren Thomas, BA Eastern Washington University
Psychology
Charlotte Lynn Tomevi, BS Boise State University
Psychology
Margaretta Rose Underhill, BA Eastern Washington University
Communication Studies
Tia Christine Weyrauch, BA Washington State University
Communication Studies
Elaine Lynne Williams, BS Eastern Washington University
Counselor Education

Master of Social Work

Deanna L. Anderson, BA Washington State University
Karina Elsa Anderson, BA Eastern Washington University
Debra Lynn Arbuckle, BA Eastern Washington University
Julie Ann Bacon, BS Warner Pacific College
Whitney Stasia Betancourt, BA Eastern Washington University
Lia Anne Birrell, BS Washington State University
Olga V. Boltenkov, BS Washington State University
Zachary R. Bonta, BA Purdue University - West Lafayette
Kelly L. Brachman, BA Washington State University
Rachael M. Bradbury, BA Seattle University
Georgia Brier, MA University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Lorraine Christine Briggs, BA Washington State University
Alyssa Kay Brudnicki, BA Western Washington University
Jennifer Ione Brunley, BS Eastern Washington University
Lindsay Rae Bryant, BS Oregon State University
Ronald Allen Bukowski, BSW Eastern Washington University
Stephanie Nicole Buslach, BS Washington State University
Melva Buyers, BA Eastern Washington University
Bailie Marie Calvo, BA Washington State University
Laura Santipipiya-Lon Caruso, BS Washington State University
Alexander Haldeman Cawley, BA Washington State University
Ana C. Claro Rincon, BSW Eastern Washington University
Jocelyn Shae Cuglievan, BA Eastern Washington University
Erik Eli Curl, BA University of North Carolina - Asheville
Angela M. De La Barrera, BA Central Washington University
Amanda Alice DeBleeker, BA Eastern Washington University
Jeremy R. Deerheim, BA Eastern Washington University
Arlene Delgado, BS Central Washington University
Adriana Mae Diaz, BA Eastern Washington University
Erin Katie Dunn, BA University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
Michelle D. Elder, BA Eastern Washington University
Malinda Anne Emery, BS University of Idaho
College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Social Work

Shelley Rene Feld, MS Walden University
Krystina Michelle Felix, BA Eastern Washington University
Samantha Angela Forrester, BA Eastern Washington University
Ivonne K. Garcia, BA Central Washington University
Elsie Aileen Garza, BSW Eastern Washington University
Christina Ann Gjesvold, BA Eastern Washington University
Rachel Greenfield, BA California State University - Stanislaus
Deborah J. Haberman, BA Whitworth University
Melissa Ann Halbrook, BA Eastern Washington University
Lorri Jean Hanson, BA Eastern Washington University
Michelle Marie Hardaway, BS Oregon State University
Rebecca Grace Hargis, BA Whitworth University
Kim C. Hart, BA Evergreen State College
RaeJean Hendrickes, BS Oregon State University
Melissa Day Herschbach, BS Washington State University
Katherine Hollibaugh, BS Eastern Washington University
Heidi Ann Howe, BA Corban University
Jessica Marie Jachetta, BA Whitworth University
Vicki Ann Jackson-Butler, BA Whitworth University
Amanda Lauren Jacobs, BA University of Idaho
Marianne P. Johnson, BSW Eastern Washington University
Sarah Ruth Kaiser, BS University of New Hampshire - Durham
Sarah Louise Burnett Keller, BA Washington State University
Suella R. Koontz, BA San Jose State University
Julia Kornyushin-Anderson, BA Washington State University
Saylah Michele Leeu, BA Western Washington University
Lacey Rae Lindly, BS Eastern Washington University
Alfredo F. Llamedo, BA Eastern Washington University
Irima (Cuevas) Lucero, BS Warner Pacific College
Lynnette Nadine May, BA Central Washington University
J. Aaron Merino, MA Colorado State University
Ashli Mildenberger, BA University of Montana
Christopher B. Milender, BA Eastern Washington University
Heather Rose Nalbone, BS Eastern Washington University
Amanda Thi Nguyen, BS Oregon State University
Sarah Jane Norgan, BSW Eastern Washington University
Erika Lynn Nothduft, BSW Eastern Washington University
Marsheyl Monica B. Page, BA Eastern Washington University
Luis Eduardo P. Perez, BSW Eastern Washington University
Angela Diane Pence, BA Eastern Washington University
Kelly Beth Perez de la Cruz, BS Washington State University
Christine Pinckney, BS State University of New York at Albany
Kayla Pinza, BSW Eastern Washington University
Jennifer Catherine Polignoni, BS Central Washington University
Shanna Brielle Porter, BS University of Maryland - College Park
Sierra Marie Ramos, BA Eastern Washington University
Courtney Ann Riddle, BS Central Washington University
Ashley Rohde, BA California State University - Monterey Bay
Julie Rudmann, BA Eastern Washington University
La Saechao, BS Portland State University
Heather Noelle Schrader, BS University of Idaho
Matthew Allen Stephens, BS Washington State University
Karrie Ann Stewart, BAE Eastern Washington University
Jared Thomas Stone, BS Boise State University
Emily Nicol Stoutsenberger, BA Washington State University
Sarah Jean Strebig, BS Washington State University
Katie Lynne-Ann Thaxton, BS Grand Valley State University
Amy Ashton Thome, BA Seattle University
Olivia Velasquez, BSW Heritage University
Cynthia Dawn Vogel, BA Evergreen State College
Kara LaLonde Wade, BA University of Portland
Courtney Anne Wahl, BS Washington State University
Rebecca Colleen Walters, BS Lewis-Clark State College
Alison Renae Warren, BSW Eastern Washington University
Amy Rachelle Waterman, BA Gonzaga University
Kimberly Ann Westphall, BSW Eastern Washington University
Mercedes Darlene Wilder, BS Washington State University
Melissa Nanette Williams, BS University of Redlands
Jennifer A. Wiss, BA Arizona State University
Avrie Aisling Witter, BA Portland State University
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Arts

Anthropology

Hiroko Abe
Devon James Asmus **
Aaron R. Bocook ***
Heather Irene Boswell **
Chelsea L. Byer
Chandera Ashley Desautel
Jamie Margaret Fowler
Holly A. Frazier
Anna Victoria Greiner-Shelton **
Tatiana E. Hernandez-Friesz **
Clarissa J. Huson
Megan Marie Inman
Oceana Demitri Jenkins *
Brittany Johnson
Janie R. Knutson *
Cassandra Anne Koch
Thai L. Kongchunji
Miguel Lopez *
Rachel E. Moen
Jessica R. Ochoa
Christen Rose Phaneuf***
Taylor A. Phillips *
Casey Jean Polmueller
Hannah Pottage
Nicolette Reames
Jennifer Lynn Shelley
Matthew Travis Shelley
Shawn T. Watson
Katelyn Rene Wyborny

Children's Studies

Stephanie Ayala
Casandra Bateman **
Jana Lachelle Bowman
Karissa M. Burt

Bocook ***

Emily Briann Ross
Darcy H. Royland
Cassandra Ann Schafer *
Jenny M. Serrato Paredes
Megan Shoemaker
Sara L. Simpson
Alison N. Sims
Leah M. Singer
Tealagean Spring
Polly Marie Stranack ***
Sarah M. Teichmer *
Erin Thomsen
Dawn Marie Tudor **
Ashly Marie Tull *
Marlene Guadalupe Vasquez *
Melinda Lou Wagner
Eryn Brittney Wuesthoff
Lauren Elizabeth Zemke
Qian Zhang

Communication Studies

Michael Z. Abraha
Audrey N. Audette
Latorya Barbee
Michaela D. Barich **
Sophie Jo Battershell
Shelbea Dawnelle Bean **
Travis M. Beets
Tye M. Bill
Jordan T. Bilodeaux
Shelby Rae Blad
Lucas Jones Boswell **
Trevor Robert Bray
Andrew Albert Briggs
Mario Xavier-Ameer Brown
Lindsey T. Bryden
Alina Tiffany Carleton
Zach A. Chapman

Erica Chavarrias
John Michael Coleman
Clifford Colimon
Nicole Louann Collin
Daniel Elias Cummings
Margaret R. Devitt
Riley Francis Doran
Carrie Ellen Dorning
Katie L. Emery ***
Briona Eppinger
Ian Kyle Estes
Kaley Sacheen Fields **
Chanel C. Ford
Jordan-Leigh Georgia Gaulden
John M. Goldwire-Zavala
Clifford Finn Graham
Kelsey L. Green *
Alex V. Gustafson
Justin Ray Haldeman
Vincent R. Hamilton
Sydney Elissa Haney **
Rebecca Carin Hartle
Cody Michael Hilcoske
Dylan F. Holmes
Shelby N. Hubsky
Jason P. Jacobson
Monica L. Jaenicke *
Talia K. Jardin Fernanet
Dahir Khadar Jigre
Isaiah M. Jimenez
Jack Johnson
Emily Kennelly
Jenny Khuong *
Peter N. Kim *
Ashley Knight
James J. Koch **
Collin M. Kupers
Ella J. Kuuskvere **

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Andrew DeLeon Landeza
Nicholas Jay Lawrence ***
Stormy D. Lease
Crystalena R. Lightel *
Alexandra Nicole Mackleit
Kara L. Magee *
Katie E. Mahoney
Meghan M. McCudden *
Nicole O. McLeod ***
Patrick J. Mealey
Darez T. Meriwether
Chelsea M. Meyer
Wyatt William Meyers
Jamie Deanne Milligan **
Anna Marie Mills
Anna Katherine Miraglia
Hallie Rae Morrow
Mimi B. Mulambo
Vanessa Newman
Milica Nisavic
Aunja M. Norland ***
Ashlee A. Odegard
Cody R. Olsen
Jeremy Owen
Ashley Rene Pajimola
Kristen A. Pool
Robbie Dion Poteet
Devon Marie Preedy
Alexander John Racey
Lizbeth Ramirez Perez
Dalton McGee Reilly
Ivery D. Rhodes
Joshua S. Roberts *
Daniel Joseph Roemer
Joseph A. Roman
Danielle Christine Romero *
CharDae L. Ross
Douglas Schnepel
Martin Seiferth
Claire S. Shields
Dominic Romeo Simonelli *
Taylor Marie Simpson
Alexandra Nicole Smith
Connor A. Smith **
Shay S. Smith
Naomi Nichole Stauffer **
John R. Strait
Amanda J. Strong ***
Phillip James Tennison *
Yessenia Daniellle Trevino
Daniel Valencia
Emily V. Villafana
Atsuka Wakesugi *
Shane S. Warren
Corbin R. Whitaker ***
Katherine Noel Wilbur
Christina Williams
Megan Annalise Williams *
Karli E. Williamson
Lisa Womack
Anthony Walter Wood
Tristan Wood
Veronica J. Wood
Amanda Yapp
Cassidy Robert Clark
Taylor Rose Crandall **
Thomas A. Disotell
Jimmy C. Duede
Jennifer Lynn Duncan
Cody Louis Dunn
Bertha Judith Cervantes
Jordan Christopher Ellisien
Jessica Ofelina Farias
Mark Thomas Fery
Austin Lucas Fields
Cody Jon Foote
Makenzie P. Forehand
Spencer Ryan Fox **
Kellie Ann Gabriel
Christopher Cram Gallardo
Michelle Joanna Garcia
Michele Gatewood
Andrew J. Giesler
Armando R. Godoy
Jacob Gonzales
Deisi Gonzalez
Millini Corin Goodman **
Alan Hallberg
Anthony Imperial **
Cole Anthony Jackson
Joseph B. Jordan ***
Jared Adam Karlalahti
Magayla Jean Kentch
Philip Kyllo
Jalisa M. Landa
Santos Ricardo Larios
Shaun K. Lemaña
Jeffrey Michael Levine
Daniel James Lewis *
Aneleydi Lopez
Jose Luis Carlos Macias
Shawn D. Maguire
Jameson Matthew Mahar
Jeremy Michael Martin
Seth Corey Martin
Angelica R. Martinez
Magally Martinez
Beth Noreen Milliron
Chelsea R. Moss
Tukuswiga Mwaigomole
Joseph Christopher Nelson
Yekaterina A. Peganova
Ashley M. Perry
Melissa N. Powers **
Beverly Ann Pray **
Phillip M. Puccino
Joseph Lee Purdin
Brenda Isabel Ramos **
Asha Nicole-Marie Rathod
Zachary J. Redmond
Brianna D. Reed
Drew Patrick Reynolds
Andrew T. Richins
Hunter Ringsage
Trevor S. Rose
Travis Mathew Rosengrant
Travis Ruebush
Cassanda Santana
Chantell E. Schultz
Erik G. Sherman *
Scott W. Smith
Bo Smokoska
Nicholas Robert Spann
Rafael Tellez-Soberanes
Adrian Tello-Reyes
Merry Tern
Spencer Danielle Thomas
Andrew M. Tuson
Paris W. Underwood
Scott Allen VanDyke

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude

Mark A. Verhaag
Kristy A. Watson
Seairra S. Wheatley
Wendy Ann Wilde
Amanda Yapp

Geography
Stephen W. Brinkley
Jocelyn M. Brown
Michael Edward Cambareri **
Daniel Christofano **
James Ross Duncan **
Erin E. Finneran *
Kelsi S. Gall
Donald Hutchinson
Dean Herschel Lyon
Edward Mercer *
Aaron Daniel Murphy **
Brandon Turner Seitz
Michael Aaron Snyder **
Zachary M. Turner

Erick Solvi Erickson **
Daniel Lee Glessner *
Gregory Matthew Gormley ***
Terezeta V. Graham
Jesse Greening
Emily H. Hazen **
Kelsey Lynn Lavelle *
Rachel Marie Lemire
Ezekiel T. Loseke ***
Kara L. Magee *
Abraham Maharie
Jordan A. Martin
Jeremy Mendoza
Bailee Ann Nebeker *
Rebekah Paulakis ***
Samuel J. Renouard
Ashley Lynn Rowe **
Elisabeth Ann Small **
Michael Soleim *
Austin Reed Sommer *
Alaka'i K. Souza
Michelle L. Stout **
Darlene Neilani Suesue *
Vladimir V. Titkov **
Bryan Richard Verhei
Sarah N. Wallace
Sydney LeeAnn Walter **
Blaine Grady Weber
Crystal Lynn Whitney
James Brian Wiecks
Sarah Yates ***

History
Jacob Thomas Adams *
Joel A. Benjamin
Katherine M. Boehnke *
Donald Johnson Bradway
William Breckenridge ***

Thomas Edward Breysse **
Susannah Josephine Brooke **
Amanda L. Brown
Logan M. Camporeale ***
Daniel K. Christensen ***
Stefan Farrar
Sean P. Fitzgerald
Anna Greiner-Shelton **
Grant R. Harper *
Clinton J. Hodgson
Megan Racheal Houck
Kurtis T. Johnson
Miranda C. Johnston
Tyler Austin Jolly **
Jye David Lanphere
Kelsey Lynn Lavelle *
Michael Longwill **
Karly M. Muller
Chelsea A. Nash
Jay Newman
Christopher Allen O'Bryant
Mariya E. Quick
Nicolette Reames
Ronald E. Scheck
Patrick Scott Schneider
Nicholas H. Shelford
Hailey Deanne Ziegler ***
Egor Andreevich Zvonarev *

Government
Reina Alece Almon **
Colton Joseph Arias **
Victoria C. Benson *
Samantha Jean Berry **
Miles Fletcher Burnham
Jesse B. Butcher
Tren Carl Byington
Carlo Calvillo
Anthony M. Campitelli
Amber Anne Carlile
Thomas F. Castillo
Sharon Lynne Chapin
Adam Tyler Christensen
Kaitlin C. Dobbs ***
McKenna Irene Dorendorf

Brett Aaron Armstrong
Elliott Christopher Arnold
Mikael O. Arutyunian
Sara J. Balint
Emanuelle Armgseth Bastien
Mary R. Baxter ***
Jonathan A. Bell
Jessica May Bertelsen
Aubry Blad *
Alice N. Blaj
Jocelyn Bland *
Andrey Bondarenko
Mark K. Boyer **
Zairy A. Brazeau-Boliew
Avery M. Briggs
Sarah J. Brown **
Annika E. Browne ***
Melissa Bryant
Christina Bunyan **
Madison Juliana Call
Darin Caraway
Katherine Margaret Carrick
Kyla Ashley Carroll
Maria C. Casares
Nelson Chan
Nadia Login Chayka **
Michele Nicole Cirella **
Nicholas G. Clements-Hille
Drew W. Clifford
Garrett Alan Combs
Chad D. Como
Sabrina Marie Condon
Henry Conyers
Jessica May Cook
Leandra Laura Cooper **
Zachary T. Corbett
Taylor Rose Corbett
Kyla May Coyne

Interdisciplinary Studies
Shannon R. Abt **
Vernon A. Adams
Lillie Addams **
Mais T. Alzrari
Jennifer K. Allen
Fawn Allison
Sara E. Alsop ***
Donna M. Anderson

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Stephanie Craig
Chad H. Cromwell
Megan Elizabeth Curfman
Dalton Eugene Darrow
Michael W. Davis
Racheal L. Davis
Rose A. DePaolo
Thuy Vy Do
Jacee D. Dugger
Danelle Edgerton
Blanche J. Edwards
Christopher M. Edwards
Lee M. Ellis
Lisa Emory
Laura Jo Endsley-Tobin
Rachel E. Eng
Riley Austin Fink
Jason David Frank *
Brigitte Beauty Gadegbeku
Jessica C. Gaffney
Rick Marvin Geissler
Loralee Starla Gentry
Lance D. Gerber
Paige E. Giddings
Katelin Glynn-Paulson
Brittney A. Goemmel
Catherine M. Goldsmith
Michael J. Goodloe
Lyudmila Gorbachuk *
Sydni Marie Gormsen
Nash A. Guillery
Erin Nicole Hagerty
Victoria Rachel Haney
Haley N. Hanson
John H. Hanson
Ethan Charles Hargrave
Vinnette S. Harrington
Robert L. Harris
Tyler Alaki Hart
Cory Harwood LaBrash
Carmela Heal *
Kristina Marie Helms
Parker Hemingway
Gregory Bernard Herb
Lynn Marie Hergert
Abdirashid Hirsi
Sarah Hopkins
Megan Lee Hovorka
Jessica J. Huggins
Laura S. Hughes
Jessy Ann Humann *
Robert Cody Humphrey
Perla Ibarra
Marina Luisa Idlewine
Ebriama Jammeh
Thomas Leonard Jenkins **
Stephanie Raelynn Johnson
Daniika Kathleen Jones ***
Kimberly Jones
Lanfen A. Kaplan
Ryan Rashad Kelley-Williams
Rachel Goeres Kinsolving
Kathryn Knight
Janea E. Knopp
Jennie L. Kordenat
Quynh T. Lai
Denel R. Lang
Kathleen Ann Larsen
Dedral Laudermilk
Patricia Tafaumu McFaul Lauulu
Kristina Diane Lee
Rebecca E. L'Heureux
Corissa Ashley Littrel
Briana N. Martens
Ian O. Martin
Kimberly Mather-Schopen
Kaden A. Mathis
Chelsea Lynn Matteson
Ryan McCaskill
Kayla Megan McCormick
Lindsey Jo Mckeehan ***
Daniel J. McNamara
Sarah J. McNew **
Sonia Mededovic
Danielle M. Meehan ***
Jeremy Mendoza
Laura Michels
Cory Mitchell
Nathan Everett Mockerman
Jordan M. Moneer
Chelsea Dee Morgan *
Christine W. Morris
JoHanna K. Morris
Yelena V. Moskalenko
Danielle Marie Moya
Amanda T. Mruk
Dominique M. Murphy
Daniel S. Nagel
Catherine Annette Nelson
Vanessa Newman
Gonzalo Nunez
Christa Lynn Nyholm
Grace I. Oberender
Michael Edward O'Donnell **
Mei Marie O'Halloran
Sarah Ann O'Hare
Thomas Kevin O'Leary
Vanessa Rose Olson
Raymond Ostlie
Julianna Michelle Pace
Elissa Ann Parten
Lily M. Passavant
Tabatha A. Peters
Desmond L. Petty
Jordyn L. Phillips ***
Christina Marie Pitsnogle
Christina Marie Polich **
Christopher J. Porter
Chi ka Ishimine Purcell
Shelbea Elizabeth Rainbolt
Anna R. Reid
Jamie L. Reisenauer
Andrew A. Riddle
Sara Ring
Le’Naecha Kimeshia Roberts
Heidi A. Robertson
Gabriela Rochin
Jason W. Ruchert *
Shawn Patrick Ryan **
Zithri A. Saleem
Sean M. Sanders
Abigail M. Schmid
Lauren J. Schultz ***
Ryan Patrick Scrivner
Noemi Serrano
Brett A. Shavers
Peter Everett Sherman
Donaye E. Smith
Neil Patrick Stapish *
Chance D. Stewart **
Shelley A. Stickelman
Christopher Stotts
Marlene R. Sullivan
Kynda Breanne Sykes
Nam Viet Tan
Yekaterina Yuryevna Tanchin
Savannah N. Tarr **
Joshua Roland Taylor **
Set Abel Tekleab
Erin M. Thacker *
Elizabeth Thorland **
Paula B. Tichenor

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Social & Behavioral Sciences and Social Work

Irina M. Timofeyev
AnAntaeus Koaks-A-Wei Tomeo
Hannah Rochelle Trump
Sarah Anne Uptagraff
Lori L. VanDusen
Tracey Vang
Tamara Dawn Veit
Corey Matthew Ventura
Alyssa N. Verbeck
Galina Verdiyan
Gabriel W. Via
Patricia Wachtel
Karen E. Walker
Rachena Shamarr Webb
Alexander G. Weber
Theresa A. Wilder
Shelby L. Willette
McKinzi M. Williams ***
Patricia Latrice Williams
Jackson Anthony Wilson
Travis Stuart Wilson
Wendi J. Wittren *
Camile Agatha G. Wynn
Brenda S. Yi
Emily Maurine Yoder
Ismail A. Yusuf

International Affairs
Courtney Margaret Anderson
Vicente Baez
Isabel Bahena
Keith E. Bayer
Celena Ria Bertone
Cameron J. Desonia
Hannah M. Dufault
Laura Fenter
Thomas R. Gill
Nichole Alice Hatton

Psychology
Mustafa J. Abdirahman *
Kevin Omid Alaghemand
Iris E. Aleman
Danielle N. Anderson **
Jennifer L. Andres **
Darian Andrew ***
Marlee Melinda Andrews
Veronica Angel *
Samantha A. Archibald *
Antronieda Armstrong
Alfredo Arnaiz *
Jennifer Rae Arne
Marcus Babcock
Robey A. Barnes
Samantha M. Barrett
Kelsey Lauren Baycroft
Adrianne Beasley
Alek Jerome Behrends
Meredith Bernberg
Dru Alyse Bible
Sara Jane Blessington
Max V. Bulmer
Kenzie M. Bush ***
Jesse B. Butcher
Phaedra Castro-Valdovinos
Alexander Wolf Chapman **
Kaitlin R. Colacurcio
Adam Jeffrey Conway
Ashley Shandel Cook
Christina Joy Craver
Chad Creighton **
Jacquelyn Cruse
Kurtis A. Dolman
Kellie K. Duchow *
David Taylor Ebel *
Melissa Marie Enos
Kaitlyn M. Everson ***
Kaitlin Faught ***
Jennifer Flanagan
Anthony Fleck *
Mayra Flores
Mia Veronica Maningo Fonseca *
David C. Forland
Danielle M. Foster **
Camille Danielle Frank ***
Patrice L. Frazier
Daniel Thomas Gallagher *
Jenna B. Gaskin
Mario A. George
Kurtis John Godfrey
Nadia Natasha Gonzalez
Ashley Goodvin
Christopher B. Gray
Christine Elizabeth Grecco
Allison P. Groves
Kaitlin Dian Hankins
Sarah R. Hannah **
Amy E. Hart
Tawnie Nicole Hatcher **
Nao Hattori

Elizabeth Marie Hermann
Steffany Jean Holten **
Ashley Nicole Holznagel
Toni L. Hughes
Maine Ichihashi
Samuel Infante **
Ayanna A. Jacobs Kalyan
Alison Jaderquist
Tara E. Jensen **
Brittney Geraldine Jimenez
Adrienne Blair Johnson
Hillary Leigh Jones
Nicole Andrea Judge **
Jordyn Yamada Kern **
Luwam T. Kidane
Lindsay A. Kirby ***
Dana Kirl **
Anne Marie Kitchens
Alicia Gayle Kratzer **
Nicole J. Kroetch
Leslie M. Lara *
Joanne H. Larsen *
Nikki J. Lee *
Amy R. Longsworth *
Kayla N. Lord
Lauren P. Luther
Nicole D. Maiden
Zitlali Marquez
Jillian Alice Martinell
Chelsea L. May *
Andrew Joseph McCall
Brandan Eugene McGowan
Nicole Marie McKenzie
Brendan Ryan McKinney
Jobeth N. McKoon ***
Damien Miller
Erika Susanne Miller
Elaina Diane Mirgon

***Summa Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Danielle Elizabeth Shields **
Cameron J. Siekawitch
Emily Marie Sloper
Jesse Skylar Stansbury
Zachary Szabrowicz ***
Ayumi Takeuchi ***
Savannah N. Tarr **
Tiffany N. Taylor-Garrett
Heidi Teason ***
Alexandria Terzopoulos **
Wesley Barton Thompson ***
Olivia R. Tilson
Timothy L. Timbrook **
Sibel Ulger
Alex M. Ulmer **
Paden Roy Vance **
Mina Vassey ***
Jose A. Vera
Zachary S. D. Vincent
Melissa Waelter *
Jessica Susan Watson
Stephanie May Webster
Shelby N. Wilke
Dustin J. Wilson
Emily Ann Wood
Ashley L. Wright **
Andrea Zimmerman ***

Ashley Lynn Arata
Kayla Loraine Ash
Lisa K. Bellomy
Natalie Rose Berg *
Madeleine A. Biller
Kara Brackebusch
Amanda Briggs
Ana M. Bueno-Salazar **
Sabrina J. Bukowski
Samantha Hayley Burton
Shelby Campbell
Timothy James Carlson *
Reanne N. Charuhas *
Konstantin Chekulayev
Ali Jacobo Cortes Jimenez
Alicia A. Crumpton
Deverist R. Daugherty *
Leslie Ann Davies ***
Benjamin Deccio **
Alexandra Lacy DeHoog
Dawn Marie Dietz **
Lisa Marie Ehsasser *
Gabriela Esquivel
Jessica Rae Ford
Rosamaria Frutos Lopez
Jose L. Garcia **
Brianna Manijeh Gentry **
Andrea Gomez **
Ronald Graham **
Kayla Patrice Guay *
Jodie L. Hale ***
Brittany E. Hall
Caitlin H. Halterman
Hannah Michelle Haupt
Taylor Shay Haven
Carson Meier Hembree
Rosa Hernandez **
Jasmine Simone Hill

Alyssa Raquel Holmes *
David S. Hopper
Victoria May Huckabee **
Vanessa Infante ***
Graciela Luisbet Jimenez
Teresa Jean Kinder
JoAnn Kirby
Sarah A. Kusler
Rachel Louise Lausted
Maria C. Layne **
Alejandro Limon *
Erin M. Losheth ***
Amber R. Mackin
Cristina Marie Maggio ***
Darlene Maria ***
Karlie Elizabeth Martin
Daniel R. Martinez
Caitlyn A. Martzall
Jamie D. McDaniel
Brandon L. McGlochlin
Ruth I. Medina Velderrain
Meggie E. Mendoza **
Breanna Jourdyn Morris
Michaela Morse
Yelizaveta Nikitchuk
Nnebueze K. Njoku
Rachel C. Nokes
Bradley Kevin Norton
Carrie Oliver
Virginia J. Parker **
Lorisa Luann Pauli ***
Alyssa D. Pearce **
Tiffany Lynn Perez
Vanessa Perez
Courtney Pettitt
Jessica Quinn Prutz
Joshua R. Rochon **
Margarita Rodriguez-Figueroa *

** *Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Women's and Gender Studies
Graciella Shar Hernandez
Oceana Demitri Jenkins *
Janell K. Jordan
Nicole Andrea Judge **
Anne Marie Kitchens
Nikki J. Lee *
Cristina Marie Maggio ***
Erika Susanne Miller
Bailee Ann Nebecker *
Ashley Lynn Rowe **

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Social Studies
Samuel Robert Coleston **
Joshua R. Gallegos *
Kevin P. Hunter *
Jaime K. Mahoney
Ashley Rae Mortenson
David Lewin Nicholson
Scott D. Ream
Keith M. Shelton *
Braydon D. Smith *
Mark A. Thomas
Marisa Lynn Tramp *

Bachelor of Science

Applied Developmental Psychology
Mustafa J. Abdirahman *
Olivia Jayne Beals
Nicole Renee Breesnee *
Emily Elaine Buriak
Kenzie M. Bush ***


Carina A. Sanchez
James Charles Scott **
Debbie L. Shelton **
Jacky Snell
Caitlin Leigh Steckler
Jamie Nicole Stewart
Jason Eric Stewart
Linda Strande **
Danielle C. Tabish **
Katie Lynn Thomas *
Deyanira Valdez *
Andrew James Wade
Jessica K. Wale
Rebecca Maire White
Megan Annalise Williams *
Ikuko Wilton
Regina Elaine Woolbright
Amanda C. Young **
Joana G. Zarate *

Sociology
Charles Luther Byers ***
Kristine Nicole Friesen
Andrew D. Hite
Janell K. Jordan
Yelena N. Kalina **
Devan Yuichi Kato
Kevin M. Lange
Ciera L. Langley *
Monica Ruiz Martinez
Kelli F. Minister
Vanessa D. Rojo
Sylvia A. Sanchez
Erik G. Sherman *
Audreyanna Michelle Tyler
Bethany Anne Wright
Kylie Elizabeth Chapman *
Lee Erin Chitterer
Avery A. Cox
Steven Irwin Darnold
Susan Cecilia Dordal ***
Tyler D. Dotson **
Karlene Rae-Lynn Edwards
Aubrey L. Eliason
Renee L. Ensign
Camille Danielle Frank ***
Alisha M. Garcia
Stephannie R. Gerard **
Laura Marie Hagenbarth **
Jessica Healy ***
Shawna Brittney Hedquist
Kristeen Renee Hill
Jamease N. Howard
Brittney Kendall-Ashley Imade *
Erik Y. Jimenez *
Wyatt Eugene Kittlestved *
Benjamin R. Lister
Keneesha J. Lloyd **
Amy R. Longsworth *
Paul A. McManus **
Molly F. Moser
Amanda Nichole Nikkiola
Mark Lee Olsen **
Elizabeth K.L. Pinder
Louis Thomas Poeppel *
Gretchen E. Randolph
Daniel P. Replogle
Chad Steven Reyes **
Mark H. Roberts **
Alina J. Rodriguez
Wayne Root *
Nils E. Sherman
Jennifer Stevens **
Amande R. Stevenson

***Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
College of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics

Dean and Associate Dean

Dean
Dr. Judd A. Case

Associate Dean of Computing and Engineering Sciences
Dr. Christian K. Hansen

Department Chairs

Dr. Margaret O’Connell
Chair, Department of Biology

Dr. Robin McRae
Chair, Departments of Chemistry/Biochemistry and Physics

Dr. Carol Taylor
Chair, Department of Computer Science

Professor Esteban Rodriguez-Marek
Chair, Department of Engineering and Design

Dr. Jennifer Thomson
Chair, Department of Geology

Dr. Barbara Alvin
Chair, Department of Mathematics
Outstanding Senior Awards

Biology
Outstanding Graduating Seniors BS Biology:
Jordan Arakawa
Kimberly Cook
Kristin Duprie
Heather Forrest Fruscalzo
Samuel Gunselman
Benjamin Moyer
Alizbeth Sturgill
Benjamin Talbot
Alex Teade
Lindy Tinker
Melissa Williams
Bryan Witte
Outstanding Graduating Senior BAE Biology Education:
Stephanie Cooper
Outstanding Graduate Student Award MS Biology:
Cristine Schucker

Chemistry And Biochemistry
Outstanding Chemistry Graduate:
Cecelia Villa
Forensic Science Award:
Maranda Hirst

Computer Science
Outstanding Students
Computer Science:
Stephen Hoerner
Colton Prettyman
Zachary Steele

Outstanding Graduate – BFA Visual Communication Design:
Elise Peterson
Zachary Lesperance

Outstanding Students in Computer Information Systems:
Lenna Wenke
Frank Kepler
Richard Clay
Outstanding Student in Computer Science- 3D Animation and Game Development:
Eric Laib
Outstanding Students in Computer Science Foundations:
Stacy Carlson
Casey Sliger
Stanley F. Robinson Award:
Alex Dupree

Engineering And Design
Outstanding Graduate – Mechanical Engineering:
Nathan Stranberg
Outstanding Graduate – Mechanical Engineering Technology:
Sam Williams
Outstanding Graduate – Technology:
Adam Smith
Outstanding Graduate – BA Visual Communication Design:
Trent Petersen

Environmental Science
Outstanding Graduate:
Kimberly Quayle

Geology
Outstanding Graduate BS Geology:
Michael C. Jenkins
Excellence in Academic Achievement:
Shyla Hatch
Joseph Peters
Jason Pritzl
Rock Rollers Scholars:
Jacquelyn Belock
Samantha Foster
Ashley Gertsch
Cassandra Hennings
Michael C. Jenkins
Brea Lund
Duc Nguyen
Nicole Smith
Weissenborn Scholars:
Cassandra Hennings
Michael C. Jenkins

Outstanding Service to the Geology Department:
Zachary York
Cody Crim
Casey W. Sliger

Mathematics
Outstanding Graduate BAE Mathematics Education Secondary:
Houston A. Robison
Outstanding Graduates BAE Mathematics Education Elementary/Middle Level Endorsement:
Aspen A. Alspaugh
Ryan J. Bishop
Outstanding Graduate BAE Mathematics/Elementary Education:
Theodore B. Benson
Outstanding Graduate BA Mathematics/ Statistics Option:
Charles W. Zahara, Jr.
Outstanding Student Employees:
Jamie M. Frucci
Zachary T. York
Casey W. Sliger

Natural Science
Outstanding Graduate:
Hannah Bailey
Master’s Degree Candidates

Master of Science

Nasmah H. Alnaimi, BS University of Dammam
Computer Science
Fawaz Juhayyim M. Alruwaili, BS Al Jouf University
Computer Science
Sarah Lynn Bass, MM University of Washington
Computer Science
Erin Susan Cubley, BS University of New Hampshire - Durham
Biology
Riley Nicole Englin, BS Gonzaga University
Computer Science
Kenneth R. Farr, BS Eastern Washington University
Computer Science
Katherine Suzanne Farrell, BS Eastern Washington University
Biology
Michael D. Graybeal, BS Eastern Washington University
Computer Science
Matthew Reed Hempleman, BA University of Washington
Computer Science
Daniel McKenzie Murphy, BAB Western Washington University
Computer Science
Paul D. Reilly, BS Eastern Washington University
Biology
Kyle Christopher Robinson, BS University of Puget Sound
Computer Science
Jesse Scholer, BS University of Washington
Computer Science
Jarrett Lee Schuster, BS Washington State University
Biology
Aaron G. Stroud, BSN Eastern Washington University
Biology
Jessica Ann Walston, BS Eastern Washington University
Biology
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Arts
Computer Science
Zachery D. Bowman
Stacy M. Carlson **
Nathan Chatellier
Stephen Paul Curtis Jones
Eric M. Laib
Gilberto Lopez
Janette Kristin Marks
Andrew Joseph McCall
Casey W. Sliger **

Geology
Ashleigh Dawn Gertsch

Mathematics
Richard Alexander Betts
Justine M. Dunham
Holly Jeanneret *
Stephen Paul Curtis Jones
Nathan Michael O’Guin
Christopher Michael Purta
Jenia G. Rousseva ***
Samuel David Wolkenhauer
Charles W. Zahara ***

Physics
Kirill G. Gurdumov

Visual Communication Design
Doug Sabey Armstrong *
Mikyas S. Ayele
Cassandra Baden *
Johanna Balaszi
Mandy Drew Bolstad
Rebecca Brent **
Audrey Carter

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Biology
Kere M. Bush
Stephanie M. Cooper *
Kristin Patricia Duprie ***
Raylene Kay Fowler
Kathleen Suezanne Hollister
David James Leap
Robert Paul Paige
Samuel M. Palmer
David Victor Reese
Amy E. Verderber *

Chemistry/Biochemistry
Todd Tanner Paget *

Earth and Space Science
Cody D. Crim
Sean Christopher Hopf
Marshall Wayne Colt Peone
John Wayne Varney

Mathematics
Aspen Alyse Alspaugh
Theodore Benjamin Benson **
Ryan Jonathon Bishop *
Kaitlyn S. Board

Natural Science
Aspen Alyse Alspaugh
Hannah J. Bailey *
Kaitlyn S. Board
Joseph Kegan Bromley
Gretchen N. Tempel

Physics
Amber Marie Eastham *

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
College of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Visual Communication Design
Lauren Danielle Campbell
Celeste Marie Crosby *
Steven Andrew Langford
Reanne McIntyre Lee *
Charles Sinclair Murchy
Tyreil Lert Poosri

Bachelor of Science
Biology
Alexandria Tara M. Anderson *
Jordan Hironari Arakawa ***
Caris Brittney Ash
Gursharanjit K. Atkar
Cesar Ayala
Christopher Ryan Baber *
Caroline Elizabeth Belch **
Tressa Fay Birnbaum
Cassandra Faith Black **
Jason W. Black
Tanner A. Bolt *
Melissa Rae Braid
Tara J. Brown
Kere M. Bush
Katelyn R. Cashman *
Jane E. Cavalletto
Sarah A. Chapman **
Josh M. Chastek
Jacob Clay
Brad M. Condon
Kimberly Jane Cook **
Stephanie M. Cooper *
Nicholas Graham Cysewski **
Jessica I. Danch

Julia E. Deering
Carissa Lynn Desmond
Brian Alan Dietz
Nathan B. Drake
Elizabeth Anne Drury
Kristin Patricia Duprie ***
Kyle Andrew Ehler
Caitlyn L. Euper
Hailey Marie Felgenhauer
Heather Forrest Fruscalzo **
Raylene Kay Fowler
Steven James Frederick
Hasina Ghulam-Sarwar
Lindsey M. Gigler
Peter C. Gilbert
Kimberly R. Givan
John Spencer Goodman **
Ennessa Ivy Gorkovchenko
Kenzie L. Graber
Jennifer Lee Graham *
Marie Adelle Green
Sierra Gulla
Samuel Robert Gunselman ***
Matthew James Hadorn
Elizabeth Louise Hanson
Matthew D. Harrop
Joshua William Harwager
Emily Louise Herrera
Chantilly Sea Higbee
Colton M. Hodgson
Royce Hogue
Kathleen Suezanne Hollister
Erin Danielle Hollmann
Kristina Marie Hunter *
Leann Ku’u’u’nani Lazaru Ikeda *
Ryan A. Jacobson
Jennifer Lyn Jaravata
Cory J. Jensen *
Trevor Michael Johnson
Ramandeep Kaur *
Matthew Steven Kelley
Muzit Kilfail
Remington Dayne Klein *
Justin Krautkraemer
Yelizaveta Kravchenko
Jacqueline Daniela Larson
David James Leap
Brendan E. Love
Aarron J. Lowe-Shields
Andrey S. Lukashev
Cassidy T. MacArthur
David Paul Malinak *
Chad Manwaring
Joyce K. Maroney
Peter Daniel Martsin *
Skyler Wayne Mayfield
Alice P. Miller
Max S. Morganti
Joumanah Moussallie
Benjamin T. Moyer ***
Ramandeep K. Nagra
Dmytro Nakonechnyy
Karl M. Nevala
Mark Andrew Nyberg
Amanda Deenn Oens
Robert Paul Paige
Samuel M. Palmer
Natasha Ann Peay
Nikolay Sergeyevich Peganov
Joseph H. Penchoen
John N. Pierre
Emily M. Proulx
Estera Pruteanu
Kimberly Quayle ***
David Victor Reese
Ross Lee Renick
Micah Renicker
Yuri Reyes
Joshua Allen Riehle *
Matthew J. Ries
Shamus Riley
Melissa Ann Rook
Jeremy Daniel Russell
Kyle Richard Rutherford
Rachel A. Salazar
Lynsey Marie Scholtz
Derek Lloyd Schweiger *
Joel J. Seier
Henock E. Seyoum
Robert E. Shadix *
Alexandra Marie Silha *
Emily Rose Simmons **
Levi G. Simmons
Jessica Lorraine Sperber
Zechariah St. Amand
Samantha Anne Strolin *
Alizabeth Kathleen Sturgill ***
Aaron Suominen
Rachel Lynn Sutton
Samantha J. Swett
Benjamin A. Talbot **
Ali K. Tapert
Alex W. Teade ***
John Michael Teel
Nelson Thai *
Corey B. Thurman *
Dylan H. Timmons
Lindy Lee Tinker **
Pang Vang **
Amy E. Verderber *
Celine Marie Villa
Jacqueline Anne Villa
Anthony David Vitto
Benjamin Bennett Waites *

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Michelle J. Warren  
Nicholas R. Washburn *  
Roxanna L. Watson  
Rachel Marie Weatherford  
Aimee Weber  
Shelby Nicole Wiggs *  
Melissa C. Williams **  
Bryan Thomas Witte **  
Kyle David Wyer  
Svetlana T. Yurkin **

Chemistry/  
Biochemistry  
Megan Laurel Baeth  
Alyssa M. Barton  
Devante Gaillard  
Kirill G. Gurdumov  
Alexis M. Hande  
Joseph Daniel Hantho *  
Maranda Marie Hirst  
Shelbey Ann Johnson  
Tracy Martinez  
Rebecca Kristina Nelson  
Kimberlie M. Ploss  
Devin D. Robbins  
Ryan J. Ryser  
Cecelia J. Villa  
Taylor Duree Winner  
Julia L. Woodbury  
Carolyn Gayle Yeo

Computer Information  
Systems  
Wilbur B. Abbott **  
Kevin Dennis Borling *  
Richard Brian Clay **  
Cody S. Demianew  
Thomas Alan Flores *  
Jared Hutton *

David Justin Ivanov **  
Frank K. Kepler **  
Christopher J. Larkin  
Eric Meldrum **  
Andrew R. Rogers  
Lenna N. Wenke ***

Computer Science  
Daniel L. Aldous  
Bryan Eric Anders *  
Danny E. Beaumont  
Steven Michael Berg  
Pavlo Bilous  
Kyle Braden Bondo  
Daniil Borisov  
Stefan Bostain  
Justin W. Breitenbach **  
Logan William Brooke **  
Kyler James Burnett  
Justin A. Cargile *  
Brandon Collins  
John David Coppinger  
Alexander Davis Dupree  
Brett A. Fielding  
Michael Giacalone  
Isaiah J. Grant  
Justin D. Griffin  
Samuel David Gronhovd  
Quyen Ha  
JD Thomas Hall *  
Sarah M. Headley **  
Daniel R. Heffley  
Stephen James Hoerner ***  
Anatoliy V. Kozlov **  
Zachary Paul Lesperance **  
Brian David Lollis  
Jacob David Longworth  
David J. Mason *  
Steven Ray Mather  
Andrey Pavlovich Melnikov ***  
Daniel E. Moore  
Travis D. Morasch *  
Tony X. Moua  
Kevin Collin Murray **  
Joshua D. Ohm  
Samir P. Ouahhabi *  
Ralph Francis Parkison *  
Lyle Colby Parks  
Dylan Tyler Paulus  
Elise A. Peterson **  
Kyle C. Phillips *  
Nathan Kyle Pilgrim *  
Colton L. Prettyman ***  
Thanapatr Ratanasirintrawoot  
Cord J. Rehn  
Lucas C. Salom **  
Marcus Sanchez *  
Casey Charles Schadewitz *  
Daniel William Schultz  
Jacob Ray Schwartz *  
Nicholas A. Spring  
Zachary Steele ***  
Justin Dale Stevenson  
David James Stewart  
Jason L. Swannack **  
Jacob Tegtmeier  
Nathan Tonani  
Jonathan J. Trudeau  
Spencer James Tyree **  
Brian Lee Velez  
Stephen Andrew Walmsley  
Mick Garrison Warren  
Daniel Watt  
Zhenyu Xia **  
Mark Gennadiy Yevdavash **  
Brandon Young *

Electrical Engineering  
Abdulaziz Khalid S. Aljehni  
Andrew J. Allen *  
Ali Aslam  
Elvir Bajrovic  
Anthony Michael Baldonado  
Zachary Ivan Burrows **  
Tobias J. Cain  
Jay Allan Conner  
Jefrey Austin Cook  
Eric A. Corbaley  
Neal D. Cox  
Robert A. Cox  
Jess Jerome Cunning  
David Dickson  
Kevin Michael Dimmert  
Bryan Lee Doramus  
Robert H. Dussault  
Cyrine R. Ecklund  
Nicholas Allan Flynn  
Bingling Fu  
Philip M. Garas Asaad  
Scott W. Grambo  
Qureish J. Hakim  
Mohamed A. Hamza  
Justin D. Heilman *  
Ariel Heining  
Fadi Jamil  
Oleg A. Klimok  
Heath A. Knickerbocker  
Jared Micheal Lacambra  
Eric Lambert  
Nii Odarrey Lampetey  
Steve Le  
Chan Li  
Yijian Liu *  
Michael Madalina  
Mohammad Mahmood

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Maxim Makhnyk
Ivan J. Martinez
Fady Medhat Massoud
Ryan James May
Benjamin Paul McGrew
Joel Christopher McKenzie
Hamzeh Musleh Fahmawi
Paul Nichols
Julius Nsiiro
Joe S. Page
Bich-Chau Kieu Pham
Huy Dinh Phan *
Timothy Andrew Potts
Isaiah Emery Ratliff
John Michael Rothman
Aarin Adrienne Saldana *
Sirous Samsami
Daninderpal Singh Sangha
Robert Shredow
Cody H. Siegel
Tajinder Singh
Colton L. Stricker
Raymond A. Swannack
Steve Tang
Malcolm A. Townsend
Canh Tran *
Nicholas J. Turner
Peter V. Van Hoomissen
Jiaxiang Wang
Ruozhuo Wang
Aaron Michael Westfall
Silas Merrell Wille
Zachary Taylor York **
Shelby Ann Zanoni

Environmental Science
Joseph Nicholas Bryant *
Nathan B. Drake

Steven James Frederick
Peter C. Gilbert
Kimberly R. Givan
Shyla Anne Hatch *
Chantilly Sea Higbee
Vanessa Jordan *
Duc Minh Nguyen
Rachel Terri Nichols
Joseph P. Peters
Kimberly Quayle ***
Jessica A. Reed **
Dylan H. Timmons

Geology
Camie Michelle Bearup
Jacquelyn Yvonne Belock
Neil Phillip Campbell
Alexandria Faulds
Shyla Anne Hatch *
Rachel Marie Hill
Michael C. Jenkins
April Morrow
Duc Minh Nguyen
Adam E. Packer
Joseph P. Peters
Jason Dale Pritzl *
Skye Eric Schillhammer
Nicole A. Smith
James Harold Warren
Michael Wilson

Mechanical Engineering
Ibrahim Ali J. Al Kulaib *
Mohammed A. Alabdullatif *
Samuel Weslie Andres
James G. Balken **
Jayne Michael Ball

Julio Cesar Bautista-Sanchez *
Erik Thomas Beck
Ryan Lee Bischoff **
Blake Bledsoe
Yoora Byeon **
Brandon Lee Duckett *
Jonathan Paul Duston
Mahmud M. A. Elkhoja
Elizabeth Ann Eskola
Michael A. Everson *
Dmitriy Valeryevich Golubok
Artur A. Gurdyumov
Keith Wheeler Hadley **
Matthew James Hanson
Adam M. Harris **
Wesley Wade Haugo
Hailey I. Helm *
Josh Aaron Herber
Dalton C. Herron
Matthew T. Hudgins *
Garrett Jameison Husky **
Jesse J. Hutson **
Abdulkadir I. Idris
Nicholas Scott Linthicum ***
Paolo S. Marasigan
Colby Quinn Mattausch
Caleb Mazzola ***
Sean David McCoy ***
Warren Kenneth Miller
Ryley M. Nelson
Kenneth Taylor New **
Jade M. Panday
Tyler John Pike *
Levi Roberg **
Chase R. Schmidt
Jacob Earle Shearer
Igor Vasilyevich Shirobokov *
Joshua Gene Stebbins ***

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Tariq Oudah Alrefai
Jacob Hans Christensen
Harley S. Dobson
Jacob J. Druffel
Yodit Turan Haileyesus
Ronnie Eugene Hamlin *
Tyler Ray Hymen
Robert S. Johnson **
Dale Z. Leon
Steven T. McEvoy
Conor J. McMillan
Nick M. Mekonnen
Jason Henry Menius
Mike Douglas Reitemeier
Wayne W. Weber *
Alexander Wellington-Fahey
Samuel Bruce Williams

Public Health
Sydney Lynn Rose **

Technology
Yousef Anas Abdulwahid
Rami Abdullah A. Aladwani
Ahmed Khaled Alhumidi
Sam Hassan B. Almalki
Ghanim Nasir S. Alzaria

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Mitchell W. Barney
Michael Brock Berkenbile
Ahmad Abdullah M. Binali
Stephen Blacke ***
Andrew S. Campbell *
James Charles Carson
Nathanial Coyle
Lenin Antonio De La Rocha
Levi Dixon *
James William Earl
Daniel W. Eik
Keith Duane Emert
Omar Abdullah O. Fallatah
Jarid Gabbert
Roger Godsil
Grant Grismore
Ronnie Eugene Haamlin *
Brandon M. Hill
Sean Russel Hoiness
Alex Edward Johnson
Jeremy Johnson *
Tyler J. Jollie *
Justin Glen Kellum
Justin M. Korenkiewicz
Douglas Lee
Abubaker A. Logman
Kristopher Luckinbill
Aleksandr N. Lugovoy
Richard Allen McKinney
Girmachew Gezat Melashu
Jason Henry Menius
Adan L. Meza *
Nicolas T. Morris
Seare T. Ogbumicael
Michael Lewis Payne
Nicolas C. Phelps
Cristian Pop
John B. Raban
Andrew Rajewski
Connor M. Reese
Gregory Brian Richards
Humberto D. Rivas
Randall J. Rosier
Adam Tyler Smith ***
Zachary J. Thomas
Hector Torres-Plascencia
Anthony Joseph Vegar
Brooke R. Wilhelm
Jody E. Wilkerson **
Samuel Bruce Williams
Aaron C. Woodward
Rodolfo Zamora
Megan E. Benstine **
Felicia D. Boyer **
Brooke M. Brashers **
Kailah D. Broussard **
Kelly Ann Lucille Brune *
Inna Anatolyevna Budimir *
Adelyn Marie Burkhart *
Emily Anne Cain *
Adrienne M. Campbell
Krista K. Charette **
Elisha Lane Cogdill **
Kimberly Rae Coltrain
Brian J. Connally **
Kara Renee Contabile *
Jamison Carl Edwards **
Nicholas Dean Faso **
Heather C. Frank **
Danielle Glover-Cloutier
Shelby L. Hansen **
Rochelle R. Hardin **
Caitlin Nicole Harris **
Jessica A. Heimbigner
Steven Roy Hobson
Katherine Hurley ***
Ariana Renee Huthmacher *
Destiny Jade Johnson *
Lisa Suzanne Jones ***
Gurpreet Kaur
Kelsey A. Key **
Raisa Korneychuk ***
Stephanie Lynn Lamebull
Nicole Christine Ledesma ***
Shanna L. Mackie *
John W. Mann
Lauryn E. Martel *
Katie Marie Martes **
Jennifer A. Maxson **
Mallory L. McDonal **
Amanda J. Myers-Nijmeh *
Ryan T. Pederson *
Mark Allan Peterman **
Fiona Jo Pitman **
Patrick L. Scheel *
Shelby Ann Seydell
Shawn Michael Skok
Joel R. Stewart
Ashley Ann Stroud **
Haley R. Summers **
Adriana M. Teagle *
Kiranjit Kaur Thandi *
Kassidy Vanberkum *
Jennifer Lynn Ventress
Iris A. Weaver *
Kaitlin O. Webb **
Sara Nicole Wilkerson
Lindsey K. Will **
Kristy LeeAnn Wood **
Mary Yim
Julia Igorevna Zelepukhin ***

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Heidi Marie Abell **
Jacquelin Acevedo
Lauryn M. Altmeyer *
Alyssa Frances Andring ***
Lee Mathew Ayers
Tanya Marie Baker **
Brian K. Barton

***Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
CONGRATULATIONS & WELCOME

CLASS OF 2015!

STAY UP TO DATE ON ALUMNI NEWS, EVENTS AND CAREER SERVICES AT alumni.ewu.edu